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institutional || mensagem do presidente
institucional

president’s
message
GRI 102-14

The year of 2020 has inflicted us coronavirus as an incomparable challenge, of
still uncertain proportions and effects.
The corporate agenda has been mixed
with the agenda of mental and physical
health; for this reason, mankind has been
reframing the meaning of life, as well as
the businesses are being reinvented.
CRASA Infraestrutura has been tested in
a unique way in its second year of operation, and could find in its values the support to overcome difficulties, reversing
the crisis scenario and strengthening
the company structure.
We can ensure once again that our purpose of building is strongly connected to
sustainable results and solutions in the
infrastructure area, aiming to provide
more comfort, quality of life and opportunities to our society.
The positive outcome in 2020 portrays
the efforts of an extremely engaged and
tough team, creating positive deliveries
to stakeholders and to society as well,
and specially remarked by the brand
new achievement of the ISO 37001 certification, showing the severity of our
processes, people, and systems for antibribery management.
Safety protocols are still strict to fight
Covid-19 and our staff remains as our
competitive differential.
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In this way, CRASA Infraestrutura is now
preparing for a new five years’ cycle,
reinforcing even more the pillars of governance, compliance, engineering, and
sustainability.
Moreover, we finished our Sustainability
Report for the second year in a row,
developing it according to the standards
of The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI).
We chose to implement actions ruled by
the strict alignment between speech and
practice; this report shows, in a whole
and transparent way, our initiatives and
countless achievements, all of them
being environmentally right, socially fair
and economically viable.
ESG are now part of the organization
leaders’ goals, and they play an important
role in the company’s Strategic Planning.
We do hope so to be a reference in construction excellence, besides contributing even more with our society’s and
our country’s development, spreading
in each of our building sites how we’re
doing the right things in the right way, and
showing that #everythingcanbebuilt.

Cid José Andreucci
CEO
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ABOUT THE REPORT
GRI 102-48; GRI 102-49; GRI 102-50;
GRI 102-51; GRI 102-52; GRI 102-53;
GRI 102-54; GRI 102-56

For the second year in a row,
CRASA Infraestrutura publishes its
Sustainability Report. The objective
of this document is to present to our
stakeholders the results, achievements,
and challenges of the company, in the
environmental, social, economic and
governance areas, according to the
international regulations of the Global
Reporting Initiative (GRI) in the Essential
option.
The timeline shows our main actions
that assured a sustainable performance
along the year of 2020.
We now present our company’s scope
in the session “Institutional”, as well as
our whole governance strategy.

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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From this point on, we report our economic, environmental, and social performance, honoring our commitment
of being transparent to the society.
We believe everything can be built,
including the trust we share with all of
our stakeholders!
Until the publication of this report, we
didn’t have any new information or significant changes in relation to the period
covered by the previous report; the
changes in the scope and in the limits
are described on the related topics, as
it’s possible to be seen on the following
pages.
The contents of this report include information about the head office and building
sites in operation along 2020, and it’s
been structured following the Materiality
Matrix previously made, besides some
relevant information about CRASA.
CRASA had the assistance of ISAE
Business School as a consultant, to
meet the demands of the GRI essential
standard.
Welcome to CRASA Infraestrutura and
enjoy your reading!

www.crasainfra.com
comunicacao@crasainfra.com
(41) 3165-5100

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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INSTITUTIONAL
About CRASA

GRI 102-1; GRI 102-2; GRI 102-3;
GRI 102-5; GRI 102-6; GRI 102-7;
GRI 102-10; GRI 102-11; GRI 102-16

CRASA Infra was born with the purpose of being more than a construction
company; we are committed to build,
through engineering and the best management practices, sustainable results
and solutions in the infrastructure area,
aiming to provide more comfort, quality
of life and opportunities to society.
As a company publicly committed to the
sustainable development, our values are
unnegotiable. Integrity, transparency,
innovation, trust, social responsibility,
and respect for life are the constant
compass to guide every decision we
make.
For this reason, we work to deliver sustainable results in the infrastructure
area, contributing to the achievement of
large constructions in Brazil. Our biggest
goal is to add value to the solutions our
clients need to transform their projects.

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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CRASA began its activities in January 2019, incorporating the technical experience
of 70 years in the Brazilian civil construction Market as a heritage from its founders.
The opportunities in the area of heavy civil construction and new business structure,
including concessions and public-private partnerships, especially with the private
sector, are our operational focus.
Our head office is located at the BBC Business Center, in Seminário, a neighborhood
in the city of Curitiba – Parana State. We are a joint-stock, privately held company,
ruled by corporate bylaws and the applicable legal provisions.
CRASA is operationally structured according to the organogram below:

Executive Board

Audit, Risk and Integrity Committee
People and Sustainability Committee

CEO

Innovation Committee
Center of Project Management Office
(PMO)
Center of Market Intelligence
Risks & Compliance Consulting
Controllership

Technical /
Businesses Board

Building Board

Administrative /
Financial Board

Budgets &
Proposals

Road access to the bridge
Baixada Santista

QSMS

Technical Collection

Santos Binary

HR

BR-050

Supplies

Metro – Line 2

ITC

Finance department

MG-135
SP-070
GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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Purpose
Building, through engineering and the best management practices, sustainable results and solutions in the infrastructure
area, aiming to provide more comfort, quality of life and opportunities to society.

Vision

Core Values

Being seen by the market as a
reference for the excellence both
in construction and management in infrastructure through
sustainable growth (economic,
social and environmental).

INTEGRITY
Is the foundation for our relationships.
INNOVATION
To add value and overcome challenges.
RESPECT and COMMITMENT
to people.
TRANSPARENCY
In every action we take.
TRUST
Creating reliability.

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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Our

SOLUTIONS

GRI 102-8; GRI 102-18

Infrastructure solutions offered by CRASA are complex in their conception and simple
for the ones benefiting from their results. With a high-level technical capacity and
innovative thought, CRASA’s engineering minimizes risks, improves lives, and helps
to develop the country.
We are dedicated to creating the best execution plans for big constructions, in order
to materialize our client’s projects. We care especially about the planning stage,
since we understand it minimizes construction risks and prioritizes innovation, safety,
respect to the environment and to compliance. Thus, all the projects developed meet
high-standard quality demands, providing more comfort, quality of life and opportunities to society.
For the second year of operations CRASA has focused on great engineering constructions management, implemented with boldness and determination along the
challenging year of 2020. For the years to come, technological consolidation and
governance are our targets, especially to strengthen the presence of the company in
the private sector, establishing partnerships to add knowledge and competitiveness
to the operational activities.

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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Road +
access to
the bridge
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In 2020, CRASA developed eight
important projects, performing in a
partnership in the projects of consortium Road access to the Bridge, Porto
de Santos Binary, Baixada Santista and
BR-050; we also performed as leaders
in the constructions of consortiums
SP-070, MG-135, and Metro SP – Line 2.

Porto de +
Santos Binary

Baixada
+
Santista

Even facing a high complexity period due
to the coronavirus pandemic, in 2020
we registered the rising of our working
force due to the ongoing new projects.
In December, we accounted for a staff
of 753 centralized employees, including
our own employees (68%) and thirdparty ones (32%) – subcontractors
and service providers in the consortiums CRASA performs. The peak in the
working force happened in March 2020,
accounting for 2,013 people in the staff.
We’ve been constantly concerned
about our staff regarding their wealth
and safety, prioritizing them along the
year of 2020. We now present the main
actions performed by CRASA to face the
Covid-19 pandemic.

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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Covid-19
Companies are directly impacted by the country’s economy. With the rising of
Covid-19 pandemic in 2020, the productive demand has been drastically reduced
for several market segments, reflecting in the capacity of companies to survive for a
long term period and consequently jeopardizing keeping job positions. Furthermore,
the necessary restrictions to restrain coronavirus contamination limited companies’
operations and services.
Offering physical and mental health care to our staff is an important aspect that
became even more relevant during the 2020 pandemic, given that the emotional
impact can reduce productivity.
Facing all these challenges, the companies’ role to confront Covid-19 has been
guided by some strategic orientations. Two strategies can be highlighted as the most
important ones for us:
Companies’ contribute to society assuring the continuity of cities’ development,
creating new job positions, and promoting economic growth. So, the essential
mission at this moment is to make sure the business can be perennial.
A company can’t work without people, and for this reason it’s essential to find
alternatives to keep each and every job position, considering the whole impact
chain. Besides the economic risk, it’s necessary to care about the physical and
mental health of the staff, offering information, protection equipment, and the
appropriate psychological support tools, for free.
Check out the most important actions CRASA implemented to confront the Covid-19
crisis.

An employee taking a preventive action
against Covid-19, at the Consortium
Porto de Santos Binary

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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How we faced the pandemic
In March 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) officially declared the new
coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 as a pandemic of Covid-19, a disease that, until December
31st 2020 had already recorded 7,675,781 confirmed cases and 194,976 deaths
in Brazil. In March 2021, when this report was being finished, Brazil had reached
more than 257,000 deaths, and the situation doesn’t seem to get better in the short/
medium term.
The disease arrived in Brazil in February 2020 and was rapidly spread all over the
country. Quarantine and lockdown decrees have been issued by local governments,
following WHO recommendations and the local health authorities (municipal and
state secretaries and the Health Ministry) regarding the necessity of social distance.
CRASA, aware of its responsibility on this issue, performed a series of coordinated
actions, resulting in a low Covid-19 cases rate both at the construction sites and the
company’s head office.
Our most important client has been hardly affected in its activities, reducing the
pace of some constructions for some months, postponing the start of new projects
and putting a construction on stand by from June to September, having a direct
impact on the development of the activities planned for 2020.

An employee sanitizing his hands at
Consortium Porto de Santos Binary

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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As soon as the pandemic was announced, ated, aiming to design and implement
we implemented control measures to protective measures for our staff and the
protect our staff’s safety and integrity. third-party employees, daily reporting
Several announcements with informa- them to the head office.
tion and guidelines about Covid-19 have
been prepared along the year.
Thinking about the maintenance of our
staff’s physical and mental health during
In March, we created an internal com- the period working at home, we sent
mittee of Covid-19 Crisis composed by several announcements with guidethe Executive Board together with the lines and tips to improve remote work’s
People and Sustainability committee and quality, such as: tips about physical
the Audit, Risk and Integrity committee, and manual activities to be done while
proposing preventive and mitigating working at home; how to create a home
actions that included a remote work office; dress code; how to understand
regime for the head office staff, being solitude and loneliness; how to manage
implemented in March and followed by to organize time; how to see things on
guidelines about working at home.
the positive side.
Due to each construction’s dynamic and
peculiarities, a group with the participation of the company’s partners was creGRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020

Besides it, the employees also had
access to training and remote classes in
this period.
13
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Sanitization at CRASA’s head office

In April, CRASA informed about the needed actions to face the crisis, presenting an
emergency program to keep job positions and instituting the reduction of working
hours, with proportional income and stability. Still in April, we informed the staff
about the reduction and postponement of tax contributions, aliquots, hires and
budgets.
After the 2nd CRASA DAY online, about “Professional and personal life balance in
times of Covid-19”, we announced the head office would reopen for emergencies
from June. At the same time, considering the improvement in the company’s economic outcomes, CRASA decided not to extend working hours and income reduction, highlighting how important it is to implement and keep measures to manage
costs and integrate the head office to the constructions, in a collective effort to protect the business.
In July, the head office was once again open to the staff, considering the State Decree
4.942/2020 and the Municipal Decree 940/2020, action followed by the implementation of a sanitization process in the rooms that has been extended until the end
of the year. Additionally, we provided several bottles of hand sanitizer in strategic
places at the head office. We also improved and prioritized cleanness and sanitization of every room in the company.

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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2nd CRASA Day | Professional and personal life balance in times of Covid-19

training training training training training
training training training training training
training training training training training

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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From this point, it was possible to resume
the activities at the office in October.
The staff was welcomed with guidelines
about preventive measures and welcome
kits containing masks and hand sanitizer.
In this period, we began a new stage
with the implementation of the Center of
Market Intelligence and the preparation
for audit processes. The word associated
with this stage was “Agility”, resuming
the previous pace of work.
In every action taken in different
moments of the pandemic, CRASA
always looked for the maximum protection for the staff and third-party
employees, committed to follow the
laws regarding the pandemic, in order
to preserve lives and optimize its
operation.
The construction sites monitor and report
to the head office about the identification
of employees and third-party employees
infected or possibly infected by Covid-19

on a daily basis. Detected cases are oriented to social distancing in a controlled
environment for 14 days, counted since
the date the disease was determined or
there was a suspected infection.
At the construction sites, in common
areas such as offices, transport vehicles, dining halls, and locker rooms, the
number of people was reduced, besides
the daily sanitization of common use
equipment, before and after the use.
We made more hand sanitizer available
at the work front and hired more buses
to transport employees and third-party
employees, in order to keep distance
at these places. Beginning the working
day at the construction, every employee
and third-party employee are asked to
sanitize their hands, have their temperature checked and receive recommendations about mandatory social
distancing. All these actions are daily
reported to the head office through
documents and photos.
Delivery of the Welcome Kit, containing masks
and hand sanitizer, at CRASA’s head office

kit covid kit covid kit covid
kit covid kit covid kit covid
kit covid kit covid kit covid

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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of Covid-19 at CRASA

Number of infected people at construction sites / third-party employees and suspected infections
Infected people at
construction sites

Infected thirdparty employees

Suspected
infections

28
25
19

17
10

3

2

head
ofﬁce

8

road access
to bridge

BR-050

5
4
SP-070

Porto de
Santos Binary

Porto de
Santos Binary

SP-070

34152,22

1347,00
25,00
93756,42

BR-050

Road access
to bridge
Head ofﬁce

Baixada
Santista

expenses
Covid-19

Baixada
Santista

4530,00
7317,96
7914,82

1

3

19109,42

8670,00

198987,55

68516,25
73341,01

44560,72

5439,13
4645,00
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charges

materials

third-party
services

manpower
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Concerning the number of infections by
Covid-19 at CRASA’s head office, there
were 02 infected employees; at the constructions, there were 55 infected people,
among permanent staff and third-party
employees, as shown in the graphic on
the previous page. During the whole year
of 2020, we had no records of deaths due
to coronavirus infection.
One of the biggest challenges we faced
was to manage the business in a scenario
full of uncertainty. All of a sudden, CRASA
had to rethink and interrupt some ongoing
projects and in a short time rebuilt its strategic planning for the whole year, including
the creation of new projects aligned to
the new reality. It becomes even harder

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
Body temperature measurement
at the Consortium BR-050

when it’s necessary to rethink all of the
strategies without a historical basis as reference, considering the fact we’ve never
been through a sanitary crisis such as the
Covid-19 pandemic.
However, the innovation cycle won’t stop;
it’s a short term process, to be done on a
daily basis, aiming for long term results. We
must have in mind that the pandemic is a
transitory situation, demanding the design
of new strategies.
Although the infection rates are low, preventive measures are in force and several
administrative activities are being remotely
developed, to prioritize our staff’s safety
and health.
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Corporate Governance

GRI 102-11; GRI 102-12; GRI 102-16; GRI 102-18; GRI 102-22; GRI 102-23; GRI 103-02; GRI 103-3

Corporate Governance at CRASA is evolving, according to the standards established
by the IBCG (Brazilian Institute for Corporate Governance) to implement new corporate procedures and place us as an acknowledged player in our field.
At CRASA, governance is mainly represented by an ethical, incorruptible, and transparent performance, following the principles stamped in our Code of Ethics and
Conduct and in the Compliance Policies, ruling company’s decisions and actions
and supporting the business sustainability.
CRASA understands that transparent communication is the base for a good relationship and for the engagement of the employees. Thinking about that, all of our
staff participated in the creation processes of the brand’s manifest, in the definition of our fundamental governance concepts, and in the creation of the company’s Purpose, Mission and Values. All these documents are available on the website,
accessing the link http://www.crasainfra.com/governanca-corporativa/compliance,
in the systems of exclusive access to employees (intranet and SIGO – Integrated
System for Organizational Management), and are also widely publicized through different kinds of media, such as internal communications, trainings, and integration
of new employees.
To make sure that both collective and individual actions are aligned to ethics and
based on the business values, CRASA’s Code of Ethics and Conduct is also periodically publicized, in order to show our commitment and guide the behavior expected
from everyone involved in the business. The document is presented in training,
mentioned in the outsourcing contracts and published on our website, LinkedIn and
social media. Presenting it in every possible communication channel reinforces the
idea that our values are unnegotiable!

see more about governance at CRASA

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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compliance compliance compliance
compliance compliance compliance
compliance compliance compliance
The Compliance Program at CRASA is part of a series of documents and management tools, such as:

Internal Policies

Anti-corruption;
Non-retaliation to denouncers;

Code of Ethics
and Conduct
Comic book –
Code of Ethics
and Conduct

Conflicts of interest;
Gifts, trips, presents and
hospitality;
Donations and sponsorship;
Governmental relationships;

Channel of
Ethics

Internal
training

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020

Relationships with competitors
and antitrust;
Relationships with suppliers,
service providers, and business
partners;
Scope.
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Besides the commitment to ethics and
transparency, aiming to strengthen the
commitment to governance and financial management, scope levels have
been defined for the approval of purchases, hires, and other financial movement, through an internal policy of
scopes managed via ERP system, making
it possible to the financial coordination
and the director’s board to follow all
the transactions in a transparent way,
assuring everything is registered by the
accountancy.
In order to support the corporate governance and contribute for a better
quality of the decision making process
and the business’ support, CRASA has
four internal committees followed by
3G, an external consultancy company
specialized in the subject. All the com-

+
executive
committee

+
innovation
committee

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020

mittees gather monthly in order to act
in a preventive way, assuring the efficiency of the company’s governance
policies and, whenever it’s necessary,
reporting to the high administration
every internal process that needs to be
improved. The management time for
each committee is two years, and from
2021 each committee will have CRASA’s
shareholders. This model was chosen to
help strengthen the governance structure, to monitor risks and opportunities,
and to follow the organization’s internal
control.
Get to know CRASA’s committees:

+
audit, risk
and integrity
committee

+

people and
sustainability
committee

21
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“I can say that despite the short time of
existence, CRASA it’s already been considered as a reference organization in
terms of sustainable development-oriented practices and actions. The way
they treat people, inside and outside the
organization; the environmental awareness and the impact measurement
in all their constructions, besides the
careful look to all the corporate governance practices (ESG factors) must be
observed as a guide by every organization (in or out the engineering field) and
by society in general.

Acts in the company’s strategic management, monitoring risks and opportunities for the business, aiming long term
solidity and sustainability for the organization. The CEO is responsible for the
management of outcomes to make sure
the operations will have a regular continuity, acting according to the principles
established by the company’s Purpose,
Vision and Values.

For us, at ISAE Business School, it’s a
great honor to be part of this change and
this transformation, both so necessary
for the present and future generations.”

Audit, risk and integrity
committee

Norman de Paula Arruda Neto
Sustainability Consultant and Director
at ISAE Brazil College

Executive Committee

CARI acts focusing on the evaluation
of risks that can affect the organization
and advises the Executive Board and
the Board of Directors to assure that the
business is being conducted in an ethical
and transparent way, according to laws,
statutes, shareholders’ agreements,
regiments, policies, rules, procedures,
and the Code of Ethics and Conduct.

Head office

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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Innovation Committee
The Innovation Committee is responsible for promoting innovation as a core value at
CRASA, through the following activities:

Advising the Executive Board and the Board of Directors to
promote and cooperate for the improvement of performance
in activities related to research and innovation;

Analyzing initiatives related to research, technological trends
and innovations, as well as policies, strategies and actions
related to research and innovation within the company.

Assessing scenarios and commercial or technological trends,
as well as their impacts on the company’s activity. It also
assesses projects, initiatives, and proposals of investment for
the company under the optics of innovation, formulating possible recommendations to the Board of Directors.

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
Construction site at the
Consortium Road Access
to the Bridge
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People and Sustainability Committee
Advises the Board of Directors and the Executive Board to
define the management strategy for different issues, such as
talent retention, benefits associated to employees, and criteria for leadership remuneration, including short and long
term employee incentive plans.
Helps to define goals for the performance assessment in the
Board of Directors, dealing with sustainability and recommending the implementation of policies, indicators, strategies,
actions and projects related to the sustainable development
of the company’s business.
Assesses policies and proposals of donations and sustainability investments, monitoring risks and operational control
under the perspective of the integrated risk map, also proposing improvements to mitigation plans.

SIPATEMA at the Consortium BR-050

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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Operations / Engineering

GRI 102-2; GRI 102-4; GRI 102-6; GRI 102-7; GRI 201-4; GRI 301-02; GRI 301-03

In 2020, CRASA acted in eight projects, seven of them in a partnership with
EcoRodovias (two of them in consultancy contracts) and one of them with São Paulo
state government.

SÃO PAULO
Porto de Santos Binary

Completed construction
7 months before the
deadline!

Project to implement a connection between the Port and the city of Santos. The new
configuration will eliminate the road conflicts, improving the access to Anchieta’s
Highway (SP-150) to the port zone neighborhood, increasing the traffic capacity in
the region and offering a safer road to the users. The entrance to Santos has been
totally remodeled between kilometers 59 and 65 of the Anchieta’s Highway (SP150), in order to make the traffic in and out the city to flow only on the central lanes,
while the traffic flowing in and out the Port goes on the side lanes.

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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In 2020, the second stage of constructions for this project was delivered,
including:
Access to the Alemoa viaduct, at
the kilometer 64+560 on Anchieta’s
Highway;
406 meters long, with two lanes, the
structure eliminated the intersection
at Peixe’s roundabout and will allow
the construction of a lane at Anchieta’s
Highway, on the way to Santos, separating the access to the city from the
access to the Port. This new access to
the Port will be done through a marginal
road, assuring a good traffic flow and
more safety on the road.
Delivery of the footbridge at the kilometer 64 on Anchieta’s Highway;
The structure connects two neighborhoods (Chico de Paula and Alemoa) and
adds up to the other concluded 85% of
the project.

Special scaffolding at
Piratininga and Alemoa
Viaducts.
Due to the conditions of the soil in
Santos, with a low load capacity
and limited resistance to the
active loads, added to the crossing
stretches at the main links between
the road (SP-150 – Anchieta) and
the railroad (MRS – Santos Railroad)
at the biggest port in Latin America,
it was necessary to make a shoring
with special inverted scaffolding,
supported on the ends of the links.
After this solution, it was possible
to accomplish the processes in
their constructive stages without
disturbing the intense traffic at this
point and, consequently, not disturbing the access to the Porto de
Santos.

Opening of Piratininga’s Viaduct;
End of 5km of a bike lane, connecting
the neighborhood Jardim Casqueiro,
in the City of Cubatão, to the cycling
network in Santos;
1.2km of a rainwater drainage system;
There were 900 employees who joined
this project, which will benefit more than
60,000 vehicles passing by this point
every day.

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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RIO DE JANEIRO
Rio-Niterói Bridge road access

the biggest construction at
the bridge since its opening,
almost 45 years ago!

Project to build a road access connecting Rio-Niterói Bridge to Linha Vermelha and
Avenida Brasil, at the port region of Caju.
The viaduct project consists in a construction of 2.5km exiting the bridge, near to
portico 3 at Reta do Cais, with a height between 5.5 and 12 meters, passing over
the railway at Port of Rio, covering part of the land on Arsenal de Guerra, at the
edge of São Francisco Xavier Cemetery and the Community Parque Alegria, passing
on Carlos Seixas St., in Caju. The road access is the fastest way for people leaving
Niterói to get to Linha Vermelha.
Two lanes are being built, 3.5 meters’ length each, in one way. They must lighten the
traffic of buses and cars at the exit of the bridge and at the stretch in Avenida Brasil,
besides a second viaduct connecting Cais do Porto to the road access with Avenida
Portuária, with an access to 2,600 loaded trucks operating there and relieving the
traffic at Caju’s entrance.
As a result, this project will benefit more than 15,000 vehicles every day.

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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On February 15th, 2020, the construction of the road access to RioNiterói Bridge to Linha Vermelha was
finished. A huge construction project
that CRASA is proud of having joined
through the Consortium Road Access
to the Bridge.
The viaduct is 2.5km long in an elevated
stretch and has two lanes. The new
access may improve the traffic flow at the
bridge in the entrance to Rio de Janeiro,
and will favor at least 20% of the 75,000
drivers using the bridge every day to go to
the capital. To the lighting at this stretch
we used 113 LED lamps.
Launch of three metal modules over
Avenida Brasil.
The biggest central interspace is about
60 meters long and weighs 235 tons.
The operation was made in a weekend,
on Nov 6th, 2020, a work of about 60
continued hours and the effort of three
different teams.

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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GOIÁS
BR-050

A project to duplicate and recover one of the busiest highways in Brazil, BR-050.
This construction represents a huge responsibility to CRASA, besides being an
opportunity to innovate. For this recovery project we used the technology to recycle
paving, reusing the stony / soil material. We could then reduce the environmental
impact, minimizing the exploration of new deposits.
At the duplicated stretch, two road lanes of 3.6 meters’ length each one will be
implemented, added up to 1 meter of setback and 2 meters of shoulder.
The construction scope was split between the duplication and the recovery of the
highway. The first stage will be 22.6km long, near the city of Catalão, ending near
Paranaíba River, on the border between the states of Goiás and Minas Gerais, including
the services of embankment, drainage, and paving. The pavement’s recovery will
extend for 218.3km, from the city of Cristalina to the Paranaíba River, on the border
between Goiás and Minas Gerais.
After the duplication, the traffic flow is improved and the drivers can travel with
more comfort and safety, also saving time and fuel.

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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In January 2020 we inaugurated 8km
of a functional duplicated lane, from
the kilometer 287+200 to kilometer
295+200;
After the escalation of Covid-19 pandemic in Brazil in April, we slowed down
the construction pace to preserve our
employees’ health, whether they were
part of the risk group or not. It’s been a
challenge trying not to completely stop
the construction along the year of 2020;
In June, we finished 14.6km of embankment, hiring more workers and accelerating the construction pace;
In September we inaugurated 22.6km of
duplicated lanes with important authorities from EcoRodovias Group and personalities from the politic scenario;
According to the guidelines followed
by CRASA and by our client, focusing
on sustainability, three new crosswalks
were built to assure that the wild animals in the region can cross the road,
avoiding the risk of running over;
In October 2020, an additive clause to
the contract extended the construction
for over 2km, a stretch to be completed
by the beginning of 2021.
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New technologies used in the project scope of Consortium
BR-050
In the duplication project, the lanes are too close to each other, so there was a plan
to build a cast-in-place concrete barrier. Then, together with Eco050 we studied the
feasibility to replace this methodology by a precast concrete barrier. This change
brought several benefits, such as:

1

Reduction of the impact energy, aiming to preserve lives in
cases of accident;

2

Higher resistance of the barrier with more safety to vehicles
in case of accident, once it reduces the risk of the vehicle to
get into the opposite side lane, causing a head-on collision;

3

Keeping the transversal section and its geometry, since the
pre-cast concrete barrier doesn’t change its height or length
when an extra layer of concrete is added to the previous
pavement;

4

The maintenance is easier and faster.
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In the project to recover the pavement, there was a plan to build a longitudinal
drain using the conventional drainage method, with geotextile blanket, gravel stone
and a corrugated perforated pipe. In a partnership with the service provider, the
Consortium presented a study to replace the conventional drain by a drainage with
geocomposite, inducing to several advantages, such as:

Meeting the needs of flow rate in the project;
It wasn’t necessary to use gravel stone, avoiding material
waste common in this type of construction, when it’s necessary to stock up material;
Spreading the ditch’s opening;
Considerable rise in productivity.

The duplication project predicted the execution of concrete culverts at the kilometer
305+400, where the embankment was too high. Besides the difficulties to execute
the project, this solution would impact the traffic on the highway.
So, the Consortium proposed to replace this material by a tunnel liner, a non-destructive method that can be executed without interrupting the traffic and with more
safety to the employees, a suggestion accepted by Eco050.

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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CONSORTIUM
Baixada Santista

Execution of resurfacing services with machining system and a layer of asphalt mass
for CBUQ with conventional or modified binder, milling, machining and a layer of subbase with milling material improved with cement, on alternate segments for 175km
of roads in the Anchieta Imigrantes System (SAI), under concession of Ecovias.
SAI has three roadways in each way; added up to the other two roadways in Anchieta
highway, there’s a total of five lanes. It’s the main connection between São Paulo
outskirts and the Porto de Santos, the Petrochemical Complex in Cubatão, the industries in the ABCD region and Baixada Santista.
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CONSORTIUM
SP-070

Execution of recovering services of the flexible pavement along the corridor Ayrton
Senna / Carvalho Pinto.
Execution of 26,645,75 m3 of functional milling and structural reset with rubberized asphalt concrete;
Execution of the last layer of pavement with 35,149,29 m3 of Gap Graded.
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Use of Rubberized Asphalt Concrete
The rubberized asphalt is indicated to
coat pavements on roads and urban
streets with moderate, high and very
high volumes of traffic. The performance
of the material also allows special applications, e.g. in motor racing tracks and
as an element to reduce noise on the
concrete pavements.
Considered an ecologic material, the
rubberized asphalt is made of recycled
truck tires, that can take up to 600 years
to decompose in nature, beyond the
potential to contaminate the soil when
it’s not properly discarded. Since it is

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020

more resistant, the rubberized asphalt
also contributes to road safety, has a
longer lifespan, reduces the risk of hydroplaning and improves vehicles’ braking.

Use of GAP Graded
GAP Graded is a mixture specially created to work with rubberized asphalt,
promoting a significant improvement
on the surfacing, avoiding rutting problems and premature cracking due to
fatigue, in addition to highest adhesiveness between the tire and the surface
and the fact that these pavements are
more silent.
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CONSORTIUM
MG-135

This project provided services of support engineering and wide technical consultancy,
including projects’ management, review, and follow-up (functional and executive)
in the constructions to expand the capacity and to restore the roads BR MG-135,
MG-231 and LMG-754. CRASA is the Consortium leader, with 50% of participation,
together with Itinera.
Among the provided services, we can highlight:
Exploration of the rock mass with prospection of areas to implement the industrial
plants for crushing rocks and machinery, based on feasibility studies; definition of
points for rotary sounding; support to royalties’ negotiation with the land owners;
definition and location of the environmental license polygonal for the explored area.
Prospection of 19 deposits of pebble, gravel, and laterite, followed by soil negotiation. Support to the negotiation regarding the authorization to characterization and
royalties with the land owners, and follow-up of the work with the teams of material
sounding and collection.
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Sizing of the rock crushing, definition of
the automated system for rock crushing
and other complementary systems and
equipment as metal detectors, metal
extractors, weighbridges and ultrasonic
sensor for cone crusher (secondary).
Definition of the clamp structure to
remove rocks from the primary opening
as a way to preserve employee’s safety.
Identification of companies and commercial negotiation for the production
and assembly of the metal structures
and transport services.
Sizing of the asphalt plant, identification
of manufacturers and meeting with the
suppliers to present the equipment and
the technical specifications.
Preparation of a sketch with the sizing
and definition of the edifications at the
building sites, including the administrative office, locker rooms, dining hall,
washing ramp, water tank, ETE, SPCI,
SPDA, mechanical workshop, waste
storage bins, and other essential structures to the correct operation.
Definition of the location and arrangement of edifications and structures
in the area of environmental license,
industrial units (rock crushing, plants,
rock crushing workshop, silos), ways for
service.
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Suggestion of functional improvements in order to optimize and assure more efficient
flow to the logistics at the building sites, assessment and definition of the geometric
/ functional project for the licensed area and definition of quotas for the plateaus at
the building site and industrial area.
Identification of the designer; sizing and presentation of a proposal to reinforce the
electrical network, based on the equipment to be operated in the specific areas at
the building sites.
Elaboration of a previous schedule for the constructions to scale necessary equipment for rock crushing, asphalt plants, soil plants, and concrete plants.
Support to Eco135 and to Nativa Ambiental to elaborate the necessary reports and
documents to go on with the environmental licenses for later presenting to the
responsible agencies and release of licenses.
Definition of structures, workflows, mitigating measures, wasting places, location of
the areas for sterile waste piles, deep and shallow water catchment, and definition
of the system for dust reduction in the rock crushing process.
Sizing and negotiation of the weighbridge.

institutional | operations/engineering

METRO SP
GREEN LINE LOT 2

The extension of Line 2 includes the raw construction, finishing and execution of the
permanent lane, about 6.5km long in the stretch between Penha and Poço Castelo
Branco stations, in the capital of the state (city of São Paulo).
This is considered one of the most important expansion projects for the Metro SP, for
allowing a certain rebalancing in the commuting. More than connecting part of the
city of Guarulhos to the rail network, Line 2 will work as a way to split the passenger’s flow in the East axle, benefiting millions of people.
The enterprise was divided in stages that include the execution of a double-way
tunnel in monotube TBM and stations, wells, NATM tunnel to access the courtyard,
NATM tunnel at Penha’s parking lot, transition VCA, special work of art to the transposition of Cabuçu River, and Fernão Dias Highway, besides the permanent lane
superstructure.
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Consortium Road Access
to the Bridge
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Through the Consortiums Road Access
to the Bridge and BR-050, we executed projects under the Special
Regime of Incentives for Infrastructure
Development (REIDI), consisting in the
suspension of charges related to taxes
like PIS and COFINS in the acquisitions
and services connected to the project.
This benefit resulted in the saving of BRL
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323,000 in purchases and services by the
Consortiums, and a reduction of BRL 2.5
million in the service cost.
REIDI benefits projects of goods and
services for infrastructure in the sectors
of transport, ports, energy, sanitation,
and irrigation.
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Project Management Office | PMO
Implemented in October 2019, CRASA’s PMO began 2020 consolidating its initial planning and delivering its first outcomes, essential to the sustainable start of
operations.
Although the office has already performed in some processes related to the planning stage of projects, elaborating bids, in March 2020 the PMO started to support
the replanning of the project Consortium BR-050, acting as a corporate multidisciplinary entity for Planning and Control.

After concluding its first continuous cycle, PMO has identified
several challenges directly linked to CRASA’s three main elements: people, processes and systems.
That said, PMO started transferring the operation of Planning and Control processes
to the team of the project Consortium BR-050 in a sustainable way, using the methodology of Assisted Operation in seven continuous cycles. After this process, PMO
became responsible for assuring the quality in deliveries of Planning and Control,
following the technical verifications and the management of historic databases.
At CRASA we work with the BIM process (Building Information Modeling), that
creates and manages data related to the construction / installation, serving as a
resource for shared information knowledge used to guide the decisions along the
projects’ lifecycle.
In 2020, we looked for partnerships to develop 3D modeling for road constructions
and presented the proposal to Porto Central in 4D modeling.
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Market Intelligence
Center | MIC
In 2020, inside the management
structure, CRASA created the Market
Intelligence Center (MIC), in order to
structure the processes in our business’
lifecycle and to create loyalty in the relationships with clients and partners.
MIC works with the commercial development as a process, ensuring transparency, traceability, and integrity for
all the actions in an active way, focusing
on the strategy and involving the whole
company.
2020 was the year to plan, involving
actions to structure the new area, processes design, strategic and commercial planning, elaboration of monitoring
and controlling tools, identification of
market positioning strategies, definition
of supports and corporate interfaces,
and elaboration of the performance program for 2021.

Consortium Porto de Santos Binary
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Corporate Risks
GRI 102-10; GRI 102-16; GRI 102-40

In order to evolve the Corporate
Governance actions and unify the methodology to approach the inherent risks
related to the business strategies,
CRASA is implementing a department to
cover Corporate Risks.
Corporate Risk Management will act as a
centralized coordination to develop policies, procedures, profiles, methodologies, performance models, among other
management tools. The new area will
also lead to identification and assessment of risks, being established as a
communication channel to disseminate
the risk management culture, from the
record of data and information about
threats and opportunities.
The first step for this work was to develop
a Risk Policy, concluded and disclosed
to the staff in March 2021, establishing
the goals to risk management at the
company.
Later actions will include the definition
of the company’s risk profile, the review
of management procedures and risk
matrix, the development of risk communication strategies, and the formation of
a risk database.

Head office
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Information Technology and
Communication Governance | ITC
2020 was a year of affirmation to the Information Technology and Communication
area. Due to the pandemic, we were forced to explore our technological resources
to the full capacity, so we were sure to be on the right path when we invested in
mobility and cloud operations, since even with the staff working from home we kept
the ITC operations in a transparent way and without any relevant incidents. Our collaborative tools were essential, and proved the value of the partnership we established with Microsoft since our beginning. Even in such an atypical year we developed
projects that will ensure our sustainable growth for the years to come. One of 2020
milestones was the migration of all our systems’ operation to the Oracle second
generation data center, a project that not only gave us an innovation leap and relevant benefits in efficiency and performance, but also made CRASA become the case
of the year at Oracle, which publicized it to the market.
Two other projects must be highlighted:

Implementation of the Governance Portal: Developed
with the technology Microsoft Sharepoint, the
Governance Portal brought transparency, conformity,
and proximity in the relation between CRASA’s Board
of Directors and the Management Committee / shareholders, including all the pillars of governance, previously defined by CRASA’s management model. The
Portal provides accessibility to all of the relevant documents to the company business on a single and safe
online point.
Modernization of the contractual process: After a
market study, we selected Docusign to be a CRASA
partner. We implemented the electronic signature
and the automation of contractual flow; after this,
we had not only financial gains, but also significant
improvements in the agility of the process. The whole
process happens in a virtual environment, providing
traceability, safety, and legal conformity.
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In parallel to the previously mentioned
projects, we dedicated special attention to the General Data Protection
Law (LGPD). We had five internal workshops along the year, and we developed
an adequacy plan that will be implemented in a partnership with an external
consultancy.
In order to innovate our operational and
administrative processes and to align
the ITC to CRASA’s strategic planning,
we searched the market for a new ERP.
We found in SAP the potential to provide
us the strategic placement we wished
for, so 2021 will bring a huge challenge:
in partnership with a specialized consultancy, we are going to move from the
present ERP to SAP.

Consortium Road Access to the Bridge
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CRASA Infra accelerates projects
with investment in innovation
São Paulo, October 16th 2020

CRASA Infra, a construction company focused
on infrastructure engineering for large works,
decided to expand its businesses with the
support of technology. So, the company saw
Oracle Cloud as a way to reinforce its innovation DNA and have more gains in efficiency
and performance for the management of its
projects all over the country, focusing on the
private sector.
The company had a good experience with the
classic cloud version in Oracle’s datacenter
and, for this reason, decided to innovate even
more, moving all data and systems of its areas
to the second generation data center, Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure (OCI), in August 2020.
Alan Silva, Head of IT and Communication at
CRASA Infra, says the need for innovation was
the motivation to the change, once that only
updating the legacy systems was not strategic. “Our businesses are dynamic, with an
exponential growth in the number of users at
the constructions, and so they demand agility
to ensure that the back office will support
these peaks. We had the opportunity to leave
on-premises and go to the OCI. Now we have
a server with doubled capacity in a safe and
agile environment”, he highlights.
In addition to the support area, information
related to other areas are also cloud-hosted,
such as the financial planning systems, subcontractors’ management, and mobile apps
used for field appointments.

Oracle Brasil Article

While the data migration is completed, the
migration at CRASA Infra is in process. Some
strengths can benefit this new implementation. The human factor is important, and the
IT team can be released from routine tasks
to think about business and strategy. Other
strengths to be highlighted are the improvements in performance and costs; the group
reported a gain of 20% to 30% in performance and of 40% in saving on the cloud
environment, in comparison to the on-premises. “We have an easier environment to work
with. Besides the benefits, we have support
that in pandemic times helps us to keep a
transparent process, so that people can work
from home safely”, added Alan.
“It can apparently represent a simple
change at a first glance, but from this project
our relation with Oracle has ripen, and their
excellence performance made the difference between a supplier and a great strategic partner”, points Rodrigo Titon, CFO at
CRASA.
According to Guilherme Godoy, senior
director of Cloud at Oracle Brasil, choosing
the cloud environment brings new possibilities to the companies, beyond the numbers.
“Moving the whole infrastructure to the OCI
brings advantages beyond performance
and agility, once it adds value to the brand
and improves competitiveness in companies, because they are in a scalable environment, ready to face different demands”,
complemented.

+
Access the complete
article here
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Relationship with
the public Power,
institutions and
society
GRI 102-12; GRI 102-13; GRI 102-40;
GRI 403-4; GRI 407-1

CRASA keeps a friendly and healthy relationship with state and federal spheres
concerning its operations, such as banks,
governments, and ministries, interacting
with these agencies directly or with the
mediation of employer and labor unions,
as the SINTRAPAV (Employer Union of
Heavy Civil), IBGC (Brazilian Institute of
Corporate Governance), IBEF (Brazilian
Institute of Finance Executives), and the
ABRH (Brazilian Association of Human
Resources).
Together with these institutions, we look
for solutions to the local challenges. In
the municipal sphere, the issues are discussed directly with the city administrations, always ruled by ethical principles
established in the Code of Ethics and
Conduct.
In its Policy of Relationship with the
Public Power and Institutions, the company establishes as a general policy the
prohibition and intolerance to any acts
of corruption and bribery in the relationship with public agents or third parties.
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The company follows its own policy and the Brazilian Electoral Law, that veto the
financial contribution to electoral campaigns of physical persons.
CRASA relates to society through social networks, such as LinkedIn, Blog, YouTube,
and Spotify to publicize relevant contents, from the disclosure of social campaigns,
training and internal actions to updates about constructions and open job positions.
To administrate the external communication, a third-party company was hired to
work together with the ITC area, defining the material to be publicized on social
media and on CRASA’s blog.
Recent news about the company and contents related to the latest updates in engineering are broadcast on these two channels, trying to publicize as much as possible the relevant information about the company, honoring our commitment to be
transparent with our stakeholders.
ITC, together with other areas, is responsible for publicizing every important campaign and announcement within the company, through corporate email and intranet,
accessed by the whole staff.

Employees at the
head office, before
Covid-19

get to know our
social networks
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Certifications

GRI 102-12; GRI 102-13; GRI 102-40

At CRASA, respect and social commitment are core values, as well as the
commitment to compliance. For this
reason, aiming to strengthen the company’s policies, in November 2020 we
achieved the certifications NBR ISO
19600: 2014 and NBR ISO 37001:2017.
This achievement was mediated by
Brazilian Management Certifier (CBG) in
the scope “Management in Heavy Civil
Construction, projects and administrative services.”

NBR ISO 37001:2017 

Anti-bribery Management System

NBR ISO 19600:2014 

Compliance Management System

To ensure the quality of our operations and reinforce our commitment to clients,
suppliers and to the market good practices, in December 2020, through the certifier
agency Technology Institute of Paraná (TECPAR), CRASA obtained the first maintenance for the following certifications:

NBR ISO 9001:2015 

Quality Management System

Scope: Execution of hard civil construction, special works of art,
road constructions and sanitation constructions.

NBR ISO 14001:2015

Environmental Management System

Scope: management of heavy civil constructions, administrative
projects and services.

NBR ISO 45001:2018 

Health and Safety Management System

Scope: Management of heavy civil constructions, administrative
projects and services.

PBQP-H SIAC:2018

Brazilian Program for Habitat’s Quality and Productivity

Scope: Subsector of sanitation constructions; execution of sanitation
constructions; subsector of road constructions and special works of
art; execution of road constructions and special works of art.
GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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Once again we had an organizational
climate survey, aiming to verify and
improve the corporate environment at
CRASA Infraestrutura. The first survey
result (made in 2019) was a 78 score,
certifying the company as a Great Place
to Work.
However, even with the certification, the
survey made it possible to investigate
opportunities to improve and act with
the objective of attacking important
aspects, incrementing the quality of the
corporate environment.
Thus, with the Action Plan executed,
the outcome of the organizational climate survey in 2020 provided an even
better score, with a satisfaction index
of 85, assuring the GPTW certification
for the second time (with 46 employees
answering to the survey, resulting in
92% of participants). It was possible
to analyze and enhance organizational
development.

CRASA employees with the baskets they received for
the online celebration at the end of 2020.
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timeline
Jan 6th
Disclosure of
the corporate
organogram

Jan 9th
Guidelines about
acquisitions and
hires

Jan 8th
Deﬁnition of scope
limits for corporate
acquisitions and hires

jan

Jan 14th
CRASA's
anniversary

Jan 10th
Disclosure of
the corporate
calendar

Feb 15th
Opening of
the Road
Access to
Bridge
Rio-Niterói,
linking it to
Linha
Vermelha

feb
Jan 31st
Opening of the
construction SP-070
1st CRASA Day

1st CRASA Day
Presentation of the Health
Insurance Bradesco
Speakers: Pedro Oliveira
e Célia
Silva
GRI
CRASA
Infraestrutura 2020

Presentation of the new Health Insurance of
CRASA Infraestrutura with the consultants
of SD3 Broker, with useful and detailed
information, an opportunity to clarify
questions and requests.
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Feb 21st
Proﬁt Sharing
Program

Mar 9th
Disclosure of the
guidelines and strategic
deployment

Mar 3rd
Informative
about the
manifesto of
CRASA brand

feb

Mar 17th
Beginning of
work at home

Mar 16th
GPTW Survey
(Organizational
climate)

mar

Feb 18th
Negotiation
Workshop

A workshop presenting the main negotiation
topics, building a new mental model and
approaching the critical aspects of
negotiation.
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Negotiation Workshop
Speaker: Jaci Correa
Leite
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2nd CRASA Day | Personal and Professional Balance in Times of Covid-19

apr

may

Apr 30th
Achievement
of GPTW

2º tri

jun

May 21st
Survey with
stakeholders to
deﬁne the
Materiality Matrix
for CRASA’s
Sustainability
Report

Jun 5th
2nd CRASA Day

Jun 19th
Disclosure of
CRASA's
Sustainability
Report – Base
year 2019

2nd CRASA Day
Personal and Professional
Balance in Times of Covid-19
Speaker: Arlete Zagonel
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A talk about the impacts brought by
Covid-19: realignment of work at home, with
tips about how to manage away, healthy
habits, management of emotion and how to
53
deal with uncertainty.

Jul 8th
Opening of the
second Viaduct
in Santos
Access (virtual
event)

Jul 13th
Disclosure
about the
Strategic Plan
and Goals

jul

Jul 28th
Digital
Financial
Project

Aug 6th
EcoRodovias
Dissociation
Agreement

aug
Jul 31st
3rd CRASA
Day

3rd CRASA Day
Sustainability and its
implications
Speaker: Gustavo Loiola
GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020

A talk about the global and regional sustainability
agendas (Sustainable Development Goals) and the
great national and international movements:
Global Compact, GRI, Sustainability Indexes.
Discussion about what it is and what is the
importance of the Sustainability Report to CRASA
Infraestrutura.

SIPATEMA | Consortium BR-050

sep
Aug 24th
4th CRASA Day Presentation of
case studies in
infrastructure
constructions

Sep 15th
Introductory
Talk to CRASA's
Strategic
Planning

Sep 17th
SIPATEMA at
the construction
Consortium
BR-050

Sep 30th
Second cycle of
performance
evaluation

Kick-Off
The strategy to create a view of the future
and anticipate actions; The shared view of
the future giving the company's strategy a
direction; The role of leaders and their
contributions
to the organization;
The
GRI
CRASA Infraestrutura
2020
importance of discipline to execution.

Introductory Talk to CRASA's
Strategic Planning
Speaker: Yoshio Kawaka

Oct 1st
Restructuring
of the
Committees
Training about
the Anti-bribery
Management
System – with
Halle Bozzi

oct

Oct 15th
Training about the
Integrated
Management
System
Oct 23rd
Program of Insurance
and Guarantees for
Infrastructure

Oct 26th
Migration to
the Oracle OCI
technology

Oct 30th
General Data
Protection
Law

Nov 3rd
Communicate
for the Material
Purchase
Management
using the
platform
NIMBI

nov

Oct 9th
Corporate
Organogram
5th CRASA Day

5th CRASA Day
Leadership and Culture Leadership and culture emphasizing the good practices of
meritocracy and performance evaluation. Discussed topics:
Speaker: Camila da
the role of leaders in people development, powerful tools
Gama
for people management favoring leaders, how people
management can influence the strength of corporate
GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
culture.

Nov 17th
Activities with the
Innovation
Committee –
Geocells

Nov 23rd
Kick-Off Project
Velocitá - with
Visagio

Nov 20th
Achievement
of the
Certiﬁcations
ISO 19600 e
ISO 37001

nov

Dec 4th
Achievement of the
Certiﬁcations ISO
9001, 14001, 45001
and PBQP-h

Dec 8th
Corporate
Governance
Survey

Dec 18th
Disclosure of
Guidelines and
Strategic
Deployments –
2021 to 2025

Dec 13th
ASACRAL Incorporation

dec
Dec 15th
6th CRASA Day

6th CRASA Day
A talk about the most recent scientiﬁc discoveries on
Positive Psychology. Neuroscience and the Science of
Emotions in the ﬁeld of happiness and emotional /
mental wellness. In a simple and funny way, we led the
employees
reflect about2020
how it's possible to deal with
GRI CRASAtoInfraestrutura
stress and anxiety and bring more happiness to their
daily lives.

The effect of positivity
Speaker: Gustavo Arns
de Oliveira
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other events in 2020
feb
Signature of the contract SP-070.

mar
Creation of the Crisis Committee

may
Signature of the third additive in
Consortium BR-050

Creation of the Positive
Agenda

jun
MIC | Beginning of structure for
the Market Intelligence Center;
1st anniversary of the
Committees;

BIM 4D | Presentation of the
ﬁrst study BIM 4D for the
construction of Porto Central

aug
Creation of the Governance Portal;
Metro Line 2 | OS issued for the
construction execution;

Signature of the contract in
Consortium Baixada Santista

sep
Signature of the fourth additive in
Consortium BR-050;

Signature of the fourth additive in
Consortium Road Access to the
Bridge

oct
Performance Evaluation |
Beginning of 2nd Cycle;

BR-050 | Campaign for Breast
Cancer Prevention

nov
Presentation | New Market Study;
Project | Electronic Signatures;
Social Media | More engagement

In social medias: LinkedIn, Blogger,
Podcast, YouTube;
Road Access to the Bridge |
Installation of three spans in metal

dec
BR-050 | Supportive Christmas
Campaign;
Road Access to the Bridge | Project
Bonus;

Reversion of the forecast from
negative to positive result (2nd
year in a row with proﬁt)
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MATERIALITY
GRI 102-18; GRI 102-40; GRI 102-42; GRI 102-43; GRI 102-44; GRI 102-46;
GRI 102-47; GRI 102-54; GRI 103-01; GRI 103-02; GRI 103-03; GRI 205-01;
GRI 205-02

For this second report, CRASA made
a new survey among its stakeholders
in May 2020. Shareholders, leaders,
internal committees, employees at the
head office and at the constructions, service providers and clients could report
online about the topics they consider
to be more relevant to understand the
company impact on the social, environmental and economic areas. The result
guided the building of the Materiality
Matrix CRASA, structured on reliability,
clarity and timing of the collected data.
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stakeholders
consulted

03
22
03

shareholders

leaders
internal
committees

62

contacts with service providers
and clients, selected by the
managers of the areas

all

the employees working at the
head office in Curitiba and at the
constructions being executed in
the year of 2020
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To motivate the engagement on the
online survey, we made internal campaigns through corporate email and
training on the platform Teams to show
the relevance of the Sustainability Report
to CRASA and the importance of having
every stakeholder contributing for this
process.
The surveys considered three relevance
levels for each of the selected topics,
as follows: 1) Not important; 2) Little
important, and 3) Very important. People
answering the survey should select only
one option for each related topic. We
sent email messages for all the interested ones, who had a 15 days’ deadline (extendable for another 15 days) to
answer the survey. The returns should
be done by email until the final deadline
of June 26th, 2020.

343

questionnaires sent

After the deadline, the collected information was moved to an Excel chart. The
answers for each of the 27 items in all
the surveys received were categorized
in two data columns, one of them with
the answers of the Board of Directors,
shareholders and committees, and the
other with data from employees, suppliers and clients.

276

The answers in the two columns were correlated through a X,Y Dispersion graph,
elaborated according to the Essential
option in the GRI regulations.

5

The scale used in the graph was the total
number of questionnaires answered
both by stakeholders and the Board of
Directors. The topics under the label
“high critically” (top right quadrant) were
considered as “materiality”.
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answers considered as
input to analyze the
materiality

being

boards and
committees

271

employees, suppliers
and clients
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Following the methodology proposed on the item 101 – Foundations of the guide to
sustainability reports from Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), the results showed 20
topics indicated as very important for CRASA, internally and externally, as presented
on the CRASA Materiality Matrix.
All of the 20 material topics identified on the survey with stakeholders affect the whole
company, in a general or specific way.
These topics are present in several areas and in different moments, acting, in many
times, in a joint and related form. At the end, they affect the image of the company and
can imply financial loss, proportional to the eventual deviations, and seriously damage
the relationship with current and future partners.

materiality matrix materiality matr
materiality matrix materiality matr
materiality matrix materiality matr

Materiality
Matriz
102-42; 102-43; 102-44

250

308
406
418

200

202

301
302
304
419
403
405

201
307
303
401
408
409

404
205
306
413

150
200 | economic

100

300 | environment

50

0

400 | social

1

2
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GRI 201 | Economic Performance;
GRI 202 | Market Presence;
GRI 205 | Anti-corruption;

GRI 301 | Materials;
GRI 302 | Energy;
GRI 303 | Water and Effluents;
GRI 304 | Biodiversity;
GRI 306 | Waste;
GRI 307 | Environmental Compliance;
GRI 308 | Supplier Environmental
Assessment;

GRI 401 | Employment;
GRI 403 | Occupational Health and
Safety;
GRI 404 | Training and Education;
GRI 405 | Diversity and Equal
Opportunity;
GRI 406 | Non-discrimination;
GRI 408 | Child Labor;
GRI 409 | Forced or Compulsory
Labor;
GRI 413 | Local Communities;
GRI 418 | Customer Privacy;
GRI 419 | Socioeconomic
Compliance.
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Material topics elected by
CRASA stakeholders in 2020
CRASA is aware about the impacts
involving its activities and about the
necessity of engaging each and every
employee in the risk management and
minimization of the effects in the execution of its contractual scopes facing social,
environmental and governance issues.
Despite all the challenges our business
faced in 2020, the company collected
information and tried to organize processes to implement good practices
based on a solid corporate governance
system.
The result was good in its strategic goals:
CRASA achieved the expected economic performance, with positive results
despite the crisis caused by Covid-19
pandemic, and finished the operational
year without any reported cases of corruption, bribery or unlawful acts, inside
or outside the company.
In the environmental area, the company
keeps high control standards. In 2020,
we had only two environmental notifications of low impact and immediate
action that have been completely solved
with the environmental agencies. Thus,
all environmental goals were achieved,
especially due to the policy of training
and development for the employees, following the guidelines of the board and
the responsible area.
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In the social sphere we can highlight the employee care, the job positions keeping
and the low rates of infection by Covid-19 in the company, besides social actions
developed at the constructions.
CRASA manages its material topics in many ways:

GRI 201 | Economic Performance

GRI 401 | Employment

Business Plan, Strategic Planning and
specific indicators

Indicators with the HR area

GRI 202 | Market Presence

GRI 404 | Training and Education

Strategic Planning and Indicators

Indicator controlled by the areas of
HR and QHES (QSMS)

GRI 205 | Anti-corruption

GRI 403 | Occupational
Health and Safety

Policies and Code of Ethics and
Conduct

GRI 301 | Materials

Indicators controlled by Supplies and
QHES (QSMS) area

GRI 302 | Energy
GRI 303 | Water and Effluents
GRI 304 | Biodiversity

Indicators of OHS with the QHES
(QSMS) area

GRI 405 | Diversity and Equal
Opportunity
GRI 406 | Non-discrimination
GRI 408 | Child Labor

GRI 306 | Waste

GRI 409 | Forced or
Compulsory Labor

Environmental indicators with
the QHES (QSMS) area

Draft contract, Policies and Code
of Ethics and Conduct

GRI 307 | Environmental Compliance
Control of the applicable legislation

GRI 308 | Supplier
Environmental Assessment
Indicators with the Supplies area
GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020

GRI 413 | Local Communities
GRI 418 | Customer Privacy
Client’s Draft Contract

GRI 419 | Socioeconomic
Compliance
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ENVIRONMENTAL
Environmental
Policy
GRI 102-42; GRI 301-1; GRI 302-1;
GRI 303-1; GRI 303-2; GRI 303-3;
GRI 303-4; GRI 303-5; GRI 304-4;
GRI 306-1; GRI 306-2; GRI 306-3;
GRI 306-4; GRI 306-5; GRI 307-1
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CRASA’s commitment to the environment goes from the place chosen to set
its head office to actions that deploy into
projects focusing preservation and the
reduction of environmental impact.
The building where our head office is
located, in the city of Curitiba, has the
top certification LEED PLATINUM (Green
Buildings), since it’s been built following
several regulations for sustainability
and efficiency, such as the constructive
system selection, location, transport,
mobility, energetic efficiency, water use
efficiency, innovation, regional priorities,
and internal environment quality.
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CRASA has an integrated management system and is certified by the international
standard ISO 14001 of the Environmental Management System. Through this system,
it’s possible to identify, monitor and manage the main issues and the environmental
impacts, in addition to a series of procedures, work instructions, forms, and a risk
matrix – among other documents – to guide the employees and service providers in
relation to the topic of environment.
As a way to inspire our stakeholders to be committed to the environment, our suppliers are selected and hired after analyzing the full observance of legal obligations –
considering licenses, authorizations and different documentation – and considering
eventual benefits and positive services they can offer to the environment.
The scope of this second CRASA’s Sustainability Report involved data collection at the
ongoing constructions in 2020, considering the projects Consortium BR-050 (from
January to November), Consortium Porto de Santos Binary (from January to July),
and the services at the head office (from January to December). The correspondent
periods are limited to the demobilization process in the QHES (QSMS) area or to the
end of the construction.
Since we are not the leader of the Consortiums in the other ongoing projects, it was
not possible to collect correspondent and necessary information to compose this
report. The year of 2020 was marked by actions of information (units) collection and
standardization of these topics at the constructions.

Consortium Porto de Santos Binary

foto
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Understanding CRASA’s environmental
management in relation to the consumption of electricity, fuels, water, chemical
products, and waste management.

Electricity Consumption
CRASA uses energy from renewable
sources provided by the state distributor, and there is no consumption in processes out of the organization. We don’t
use heating, refrigeration or steam in
our activities. The use of air conditioning
devices is included in the electricity
consumption. The consumption in 2020
showed monthly variations according
to the operationalization of the projects.
The three projects previously mentioned
added up 211,309kW/h, with a monthly
average consumption of 17,609 kW/h.
To reduce these amounts, some actions
were taken, such as: campaigns to show
the best use of air conditioning devices;
talks on safety and environment (DSMA)
about the rational use of energy and the
use of natural resources; implementation of LED lamps when it’s possible, and
use of solar panels to charge the time
clocks at the camps and in the front work
areas at the construction of BR-050 in
the state of Goiás.

*Values regarding the non-renewable sources electricity
haven’t been reported.
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Energy Consumption
Report
electricity acquired
renewable sources
energy consumption (Kw/h)

jan

27.105

feb

28.688

mar

27.057

apr

23.917

may

25.488

jun

19.700

jul

19.255

aug

8.283

sep

9.091

oct

10.375

nov

10.356

dec

1.994

total

211.309
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Fuels
The consumption of gasoline, ethanol and diesel oil is also considered as energy
expense by the GRI methodology. By the end of the year the total consumption was
12,461,1 liters of gasoline and 12,269,2 liters of diesel oil for stationary engines (basically fixed or mobile power generators at the constructions). Considering the car fleet
and heavy equipment in use, the total consumption for the three constructions was
79,466 liters of gasoline, 18,128 liters of ethanol and 1,670,756,7 liters of diesel oil.
The data collected in 2020 are being analyzed and stored to define new goals to reduce
the consumption of natural resources. A benchmarking will be done to compare the
data obtained by CRASA to other companies in the same business. The collected data
partially allow CRASA to survey about the greenhouse gases emission within the scope
1, but we are starting by a survey about the gases used in the air conditioning devices
and fire extinguishers at the constructions to reach the calculation goal.

Consumption of fuel (in liters)
Power generators, engines,
vibrator, motor pump etc.

mobiles - car fleet (cars, trucks
and equipment)

gasoline

diesel oil

gasoline

ethanol

diesel oil

total

jan

1.429,5

4.011,3

9.323,4

6.373,12

176.951,3

225.193,6

feb

1.949,4

0,0

6.889,8

2.692,79

126,075,0

166.294,9

mar

1.562,8

2.799,0

10.155,8

5.873,64

212.676,3

260.124,5

apr

1.450,3

643,0

10.004,2

1.118,61

272.605,0

309.738,2

747,5

404,1

8.785,9

105,41

172.760,0

208.291,1

jun

1.575,3

84,4

6.767,8

43,89

162.084,0

190.255,7

jul

1.652,1

941,8

7.064,5

0,0

141.774,0

170.687,0

aug

786,3

698,0

5.000,0

546,72

130.000,0

145.314,0

sep

700,0

654,7

3.041,1

748,54

99.000,0

113.235,3

oct

207,9

833,0

7.000,0

625,95

91.000,0

110.041,8

nov

400,0

1,200,0

5.433,4

0,0

85.831,0

103.220,4

dec

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

1.994,0

12.461,1

12.269,0

79.466,0

18.128,7

1.670.756,7

2.004.390,5

may

total
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Water
At CRASA we use water supplied by the
city system and by other local thirdparty supply companies. At the construction of Consortium BR-050 other
sources of water have been used, with
surface water coming from streams and
rivers properly granted by the responsible environmental agencies.
The water emission at the company is
basically related to the emission and
effluents of its sanitariums, kitchens
and dining halls (from dishwashing).
All the liquid effluent generated by the
company is discarded into the legal
sewerage system of the city.
In 2020 CRASA used 19,788m3 of water
in its activities, as shown on the graph.

*The amounts referent to water coming from
rainwater or underground water were not
reported.
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water consumption (m3)
surface water
(rivers, lakes or
oceans) with
grant

coming from the
city water supply
and other supply
companies

total

jan

460

551,4

1.011

feb

500

544,3

1.044

mar

560

481,8

1.041

apr

700

530,0

1.230

may

1.060

504,3

1.564

jun

1.210

477,7

1.687

jul

2.530

538,4

3.068

aug

2.460

213,5

2.673

sep

2.610

198,2

2.808

oct

1.870

230,4

2.100

nov

1.340

210,5

1.550

dec

x

7,23

7,23

15.300

4.488,2

total

19.788,2
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Use of chemical products
Regarding the use of chemical products,
CRASA keeps all the Material Safety
Data Sheets (MDSD / FISPQs) under its
control, using them for specific trainings
and daily operationalization of safety
protocols, environment, correct waste
discard and measures of protection /
containment.
All the areas for chemical products
storage are in identified, signalized,
paved, or waterproofed, covered, airy,
free of combustible materials places,
equipped with a containment system
ready to store up to 20% more of the
recipients’ volume.

Waste Management
At CRASA we adopted selective waste
collection at all of our sites. Despite the
fact we don’t work directly with recycling of products and materials, we have
a series of mechanisms to control it and
corporate indicators about the topic.
In 2020, all the waste was quantified
according to each site’s operationalization, resulting in different units of measurement (kg/l or m3) for some waste
material, but the idea is to standardize
these units for 2021.

Waste management at the Consortium BR-050
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The total amount for waste production was calculated at 35,522,35kg + 289,372,74l.
All the waste is transported by third-party companies with strict control and all the
legal documents, then receiving the correct destination.
The head office and the ongoing constructions in 2020, that are part of this scope,
don’t use recycled or recovered materials to produce or fill the main products and
services provided by the company.

Indicator of waste management
waste per
class

Nonrecyclable

Class I

Class II – A
non-inert
waste

exemple

unit

jan

feb

mar

apr

may

jun

non-recyclable
+ organic waste

kg

3.390

2.520

3.140

2.810

2.460

non-recyclable
waste

liters

1.085

6.000

5.945

5.025

hazardous waste
(miscellaneous)

liters

0,0

10

0,0

kg

0,0

0,0

recyclable –
binary

kg

2.575

paper/cardboard

litros

plastic

aug

sep

oct

nov

dec

total

4.770,4 1.990

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

21.080,4

5.145

46.280 5.400

5.685

11.215 6.405

6.350

450

104.985

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

10

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

20

0,0

0,0

0,0

550

0,0

0,0

420

0,0

0,0

0,0

970

3.120

2.450

574

454

698

1.027

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

10.898

600

5.625

5.400

5.005

5.255

5.190

10.200 5.305

5.485

5.605

5.635

210

59.515

litros

5.480

10.470 5.385

10.010 10.185 5.170

5.215

5.320

5.480

5.570

5.600

180

74.065

litros

110

180

110

0,0

10

65

98

108

165

160

120

63

1.189

kg

116

102

122

0,0

0,0

0,0

105,2

98

103,5

98,1

90,1

0,0

834,9

wood

litros

88

120

464

220

95

107

70

0,0

5

53

0,0

0,0

1.222

effluents

litros

17,9

17,8

19,1

7,6

4

2

3,2

5

3,9

2,8

2,8

0,0

86,7

litros

50

0,0

15

0,0

5

0,0

30

35

35

20

45

0,0

235

kg

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

1.661

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

1.661

kg

1.000

1.730

1.380

1.600

0,0

1.000

1.300

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

8.010

litros

0,0

5

10

0,0

0,0

10

0,0

5

0,0

10

5

0,0

45

litros

5.000

0,0

15.000 5.000

5.000

0,0

5.000

5.000

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

40.000

kg

4

12

8

18

12

10

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0

0,0
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organic

metal waste
Class II – B
inert waste

glass
construction
waste

head office

binary
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BR-050

14

jul

head office + BR-050

binary + BR-50

group
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Environmental compliance
CRASA has policies to respect the environment and the applicable laws, both
in the head office activities and in every
construction site. The responsibility of
following the requirements is shared
between the Environmental and the
Legal departments, aiming to avoid any
kind of violation.
To manage these requirements, we
implemented annual policies for internal
and external audits, following our own
indicators, in addition to the hire of the
program Integrated Online Management
System (SOGI – Verde Gaia) to follow up
the laws applicable to the company’s
activity, focusing on health, safety, environment, quality, and anti-bribery.
Regarding environmental accidents and
significant spills, in 2020 we received
two environmental notifications from
the Environment Municipal Secretary
(SEMAC) in the city of Catalão/GO, at
Consortium BR-050. One of the notifications referred to the suspension of
particles and the other referred to the
erosive process and sediment accumulation on some tracks of the road due to
the rainwater surface runoff. We acted
immediately, reporting the mitigation /
correction measures and ending the two
notifications before the environmental
agency.

SIPATEMA at the Consortium BR-050
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The projects developed by CRASA the legal compliance of the environare closely linked to the ones at mental management program. No cases
ECORODOVIAS. The road administrator of nonconformities have been found,
monitors the fauna along the highways reassuring the maturity of the manageunder its responsibility, being nation- ment system and CRASA’s commitment
ally awarded for this action. CRASA is to the environment.
indirectly benefited by these actions to
reduce significant impacts on the biodi- To enhance the internal environmental
versity caused by the activities, products processes and policies, in 2020 we had
and services. No species on the IUCN training about topics such as the correct
Red List or species on the national con- waste discard, environmental manageservation list were affected by CRASA ment and company’s documentation,
among other topics, aiming to raise
operations in the period of this report.
awareness among our employees about
In 2020, we had internal and external the importance of conscious consumpaudits performed by a third-party com- tion in the use of resources.
pany and the certifier agency to verify
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Construction at the Consortium BR-050
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ECONOMIC
GRI 102-7; GRI 102-45; GRI 201-01; GRI 201-2;
GRI 201-4; GRI 419-1

CRASA was founded in 2019 from a private investment, inheriting (from another
company in the same business that was
closing down) credit assets and executive projects, a technical collection and
ongoing contracts.
From this time on, we concentrated
efforts in our brand’s consolidation,
also ensuring the company’s financial
sustainability, making the public commitment of acting based on ethical principles and prioritizing the sustainable
development focused on people and on
environment preservation.
GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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In our second year in the business, we achieved important results and a balanced and sustainable performance, as can be seen on the chart Demonstrative of
Economic Value Added (DVA), evidencing the wealth generated by the company and
its distribution.
The financial demonstrative here presented corresponds to the consolidated data
coming from the head office and constructions that are part of this report’s scope.

Demonstrative of economic value added
Data from December 31st, 2020
Values expressed in thousands BRL

2020 2019

revenue
revenue from provided services

115.281

151.766

115.281

151.766

other operational results

10

7

58.883

71.042

material consumed

11.145

19.459

energy, third-party services and other operational expenses

47.738

51.583

gross value added

56.398

80.724

208

104

208

104

56.190

80.620

496

810

financial income

496

810

total economic value added to be distributed

56.686

81.430

34.783
12.332
35
3.334
5.366
836

42.052
21.707
204
3.315
3.345
10.807

56.686

81.430

inputs purchased from third-parties

retentions
depreciations and amortization – immobilized and intangible
net value added
economic value added received by transference of ﬁnancial revenue

distribution of economic value added
human resources and charges
taxes, fees and payments to capital providers
financing agents
rents
shareholders
retained earnings
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In 2020, the economic value added to be
distributed was about BRL 56,7 million,
being:

BRL

34 mi

to human resources
and charges

BRL

BRL

836.000

12 mi

to taxes, fees and
contributions

BRL

5,3 mi

to shareholders

to retain earnings for the company, considering
the discount related to the Profit Sharing
Program (PPR)

For further information, please check our Financial
Demonstrative published on the Paraná State
Official Diary on February 19th, 2021.
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Net revenue from
Operational Activities

36.009

1st quarter
2nd
3rd
4th

26.408
20.831
26.635

Operational Activities Cost
In 2020 the company spent the total
amount of BRL 81 million in operational
costs, representing 74% of the operational net revenue.

Gross Revenue by Region
The gross revenue by region was concentrated in the Southeast region, with
86% of the total amount related to infrastructure constructions in the states of
São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro and Goiás

total 115.118.933,03
southeast

84.401.761,80 | 73%

midwest

29.875.268,11 | 26%

south

841.903,12 | 1%

Revenue and economic result

1st quarter

19.308

2nd quarter

20.723

3rd quarter

15.372

4th quarter

16.041

total

81.444
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In 2020, CRASA had a net revenue of
BRL 110 million, generating a net profit
of BRL 5,3 million to shareholders, representing a margin of 6% over the net
revenue.

EBITDA adjusted

8 mi BLR total
9 % of net revenue
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Operational Costs and Expenses
The most relevant operational costs and expenses in 2020 were related to human
resources and charges, construction material, third-party services and locations.
total

%

Third-party Services and Locations - 48.996.644,63

47,86%

Human Resources

- 39.446.746,15

38,53%

Materials

- 11.144.549,35

10,89%

Trips, accommodation and
locomotion Costs

- 1.885.670,42

1,84%

Insurance

- 514.771,11

0,50%

Public Services

- 389.046,65

0,38%

total

- 102.377.428,31

100,00%

Charges
In 2020 the company collected BRL 15 million in taxes and contributions, representing a total of 14% of its net revenue.
INSS

6.548.767,49 | 43,69%

PIS

298.163,82 | 1,99%

ISS

3.734.666,47 | 24,91%

CSLL

151.182,38 | 1,01%

FGTS

2.334.670,66 | 15,85%

IPTU

127.828,46 | 0,85%

COFINS

1.400.913,43 | 9,35%

IOF

11.751,22 | 0,08%

IRPJ

381.717,95 | 2,55%

total

14.989.661,88 | 100%

Tax Benefits
CRASA has voluntarily added to the Program for Workers Food (PAT) offering benefits such as food vouchers, meal tickets, and dining halls, also investing in its
employees’ welfare and quality of life. As part of the program PAT, the amounts
spent in benefits are deducted from the income tax.
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digital@financial
Aiming to optimize the activities and
improve the services provided by
CRASA’s Financial Department, we are
constantly searching for new technologies that can help us in our processes, to
decrease costs or reduce environmental
impacts.
Turning a company or a business into
“Digital” requires strategic planning, reliable technologies and competent supporters. The digitalization brings huge
growth opportunities, leading to better
processes that increase the company’s
efficiency and reduce costs.
The use of technology in the business
environment always pursues a clear
goal: boosting the performance. Thinking
about it, CRASA adopted the Project of
Financial Digitalization and its benefits,
counting on the support of the ITC area
and of the platform Microsoft SharePoint.
After the structuring, the Project of
Financial Digitalization was implemented
at the head office, Consortium Metro –
Line 2, Consortium MG-135, Consortium
SP-070, Consortium BR-050, Consortium
Baixada Santista, and Consortium Porto
de Santos Binary. Thereby, we started
2021 with all sites structured and all the
staff trained to use the new digital model.
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positive outcomes

Reduction in expenses
with printing and paper;

Decrease in the
environmental impact;

Reduction in the time to
file financial documents;

Reduction in the necessity
of physical space (rooms,
cabinets and boxes);
Possibility to work from
home;

Reduces the time to
present documents to the
departments, internal or
external, since they can
be sent or shared on a
link.
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Despite the significant reduction in the use of paper and printings in 2020, some documents still need to be printed, especially for banks and other agencies. However,
it’s possible to see that this situation is also changing with the raising in the use of
digital signatures, and this innovation is helping us to continually improve the digitization process.
Besides the implementation of the project @DigitalFinancial, in 2020 we associated to the Brazilian Institute of Financial Professionals (IBEF), starting a network
with several financial professionals and getting to know other company’s practices
through courses, talks and a large amount of available information, investing in the
training of our financial team. We understand that the constant apprenticeship and
the experience exchange makes us grow more and more, because at CRASA everything can be built.

Risk Management
The emergency of Covid-19 showed the relevance of the health issue to the world’s
economy, once practically all global markets were affected by the coronavirus pandemic, including the construction market.
Risks can have direct impacts on the organization, as well as indirect effects on its
value chain (clients and suppliers), such as: negative effects on employees’ health,
decreasing of the economic activity in large health emergencies, and increasing
credit risks associated to health emergencies arising from climate change.
There’s a high chance of an event causing impact on the company, in case the risk
is materialized on a global scale, for instance, in a pandemic. The financial implications of risk are related to the increase of operational costs due to the teams’ productivity loss resulting from absence from work, absenteeism, necessity of human
resources’ relocation and delays at the work front, breaking in the supply chain due
to the decreasing of economic activity, reflecting in delivery deadlines and availability
of materials and equipment, variation in the unit cost of inputs because of shortage
or higher demand resulting from the breaking of supply chain, postponement of the
client’s investment plan due to less economic activity, and increasing capital cost to
financing and investments.

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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The actions of the company to manage
risk are related to the compliance with
environmental legislation regarding
deforestation activities, use of new
technologies for construction and
mitigation that can minimize envi-

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020

ronmental impacts, as tree transplants, respect to the delimitation
of deforested areas in the projects
and the environmental licensing and
compensation by replanting native
species and using certified wood.
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Anti-corruption:
Compliance
Program CRASA
GRI 102-16; GRI 102-17; GRI 103-2; GRI 205-1;
GRI 205-2; GRI 205-3; GRI 408-1; GRI 409-1;
GRI 410-1; GRI 412-1; GRI 412-3; GRI 406-1;
GRI 418-1

Corporate governance at CRASA has
the goal to ensure an incorruptible and
transparent business performance, in
total compliance with laws and regulations, avoiding unlawful or irregular acts
from its employees, trade partners and
third-parties that may have a relation
with CRASA.
CRASA has a Compliance Program ruled
by a Code of Ethics and Conduct for the
business, that details principles, values
and guidelines in nine different policies.
The Code of Ethics and Conduct is a
guideline and must be observed by all of
CRASA’s stakeholders.
The Risk and Compliance Advisory is
responsible for the Compliance Program
at CRASA and is in charge, among other
activities, of the mission to keep all the
employees and third-party employees
properly informed and oriented about
the policies of integrity, as well as
advising and clarify issues about ethics,
integrity, and other correlated topics.
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code of ethics
and conduct
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Since 2019, control procedures and
mechanisms have been implemented
to detect and properly treat misconduct
at the company. As an example, we can
highlight CRASA’s Channel of Ethics, an
independent tool that allows employees
and third-parties to report any irregular
practices, not provided by the Code of
Ethics and Conduct or in other compliance policies of the company.
The cases can be reported by phone,
smartphone or tablet, in a safe, confidential and impartial way. The data is
periodically disclosed on murals, on the
intranet or internet, in the Code of Ethics
and Conduct, and in promotional materials about the Program. The report can
be anonymous, if the claimant so wants.
All the records are carefully and independently analyzed for later adoption of
the necessary measures to interrupt the
non-compliance activity.
CRASA’s Channel of Ethics is administered by the company Contato Seguro,
since we believe the results obtained by
the external ombudsman are incomparably better than the ones obtained by
the internal ombudsman, constituted by
members of the organization. Thereby,
we want to show how concerned we are
with promoting an environment that can
stimulate honesty and ethical behavior
to every employee, in every level of the
hierarchy.
Compliance training at the
Consortium BR-050, before
Covid-19
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About CRASA’s Channel of Ethics
Available to employees and third-parties
who want to report irregular practices not
provided by the Code of Ethics and Conduct
or by other CRASA compliance policies.
The telephonic service is presential, following
an interview script, and there’s no wait. It’s a
free call, through an exclusive 0800 line and
is available 24/7.
The cases can also be reported through the
link “Make your report”, filling in a form.
Contato Seguro has its own team of
ombudsman, with professionals from multidisciplinary areas and specially trained to
obtain the highest amount of information
about the report or suggestion, without compromising the anonymity and the safety of
the source.
Under no circumstances the telephone
number calling the line will be identified.
After the suggestion or report is recorded,
Contato Seguro forwards the information
to a specific committee formed by CRASA
employees for analysis and inquiry, even
when involving people from high positions.
This committee is incharge of investigation
and collection of clues, as well as of taking
the appropriate measures.
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+
telephone number
0800 602 6911
website
contatoseguro.com.br/crasa
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In 2020, CRASA’s Compliance Program resumed the training about the topic, both
at the head office and at the constructions, adding up to 810 hours of talks. Some
of the covered topics were: Compliance and Overcome Risks facing the new normal;
Compliance Program / Anti-bribery Management System; Opportunities and Risk
Matrix; Code of Ethics and Conduct; Recycling of the Anti-Bribery Management
System; Integration of new employees, and Internal Announcements.
Besides the events to promote the program, in 2020 we implemented measures
and analysis together with each area, e.g. the Opportunities and Risk Matrix in the
Anti-Bribery Management System.
The Matrix measures the risks for each area, including the ones related to corruption,
assessing the impacts and probabilities to result, in the end, in a degree of meaningfulness that will guide the effective monitoring of the risk and so evaluating and
monitoring all operations.

Anti-corruption Management System (SGAS)
All the members of the Board of Directors and employees were informed and are
constantly updated about our policies and anti-corruption procedures.

In the integration process the new employees receive a copy of the
Code of Ethics and Conduct and are informed and trained about
the main policies and rules in the Compliance Program and in the
Anti-Corruption Management System (SGAS) at the company.
Considering that since its beginning CRASA hasn’t participated in any public bidding,
and that until this moment its activities were mainly related to services provided to
private companies in its business area, no operations with risks related to corruption have been identified.
In the same way, no significant risks related to corruption acts have been identified in the present scenario of CRASA activities, something we can relate, among
other aspects, to the absolute engagement from the members in the high positions (Administrative Board and Board of Directors) to the constant awareness of all
employees and third-parties about the importance of an incorruptible, correct and
transparent performance, assuring a sustainable trajectory of the company in the
business of infrastructure construction in Brazil.

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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Business partners and service providers hired by CRASA are informed
about the main policies and rules in the
Compliance Program and in the Anticorruption Management System (SGAS)
of the company since the beginning of
their contracts, through a clause named
“About Compliance Policy and Anticorruption Law”, detailing principles,
regulations and procedures anti-corruption that guide the company’s conduct,
forwarding them to be observed and fulfilled by everyone, with a clause for contract termination in case of violation.
Until this moment, we didn’t have any
reported incidents of corruption at
CRASA, as well as no incidents of this
type have motivated the termination or
the non-renovation of any contracts with
third-parties.
We also have no record of public processes installed against CRASA or its
employees related to corruption acts,
and no record of lawsuits against CRASA
or its employees related to anti competition acts or behavior, breaking the legislation or the free competition.

DSMA at Consortium BR-050

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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Respect to Labor
Complying with the labor laws is a sensitive topic at CRASA, deserving special attention. Our third-party partners
receive guidelines about the prohibition of child labor or exposition of young
workers to dangerous or unhealthy jobs.
In the same way, our partners aren’t
allowed to adopt any kind of forced or
compulsory labor.
To mitigate the possibility of these
practices, before the hire we do some
research to check the third-parties historic and background, aiming to adopt
the appropriate and necessary measures to prevent and avoid the problem.
In addition to it, the Policy of Relationship
with Suppliers, Third-parties and
Business Partners, as well as the contracts signed by CRASA, have an explicit
clause regarding the guidelines, under
the clause of contract termination in
case of violation.

+

relationship
policy
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To assure these practices don’t happen in
the sphere of its activities, CRASA implemented tools for control and supervision, both at the work front and at the
accommodations for employees, trying
to ensure they can have decent conditions of work and accommodation.
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Confidentiality

GRI 418-1; GRI 102-40

The Compliance Program also extends to care about our clients’ confidentiality. The
control mechanisms implemented made it possible to have no record of complaints
about privacy violation or data loss, as well as no cases of client’s data leakage, theft
or loss have been identified in the period corresponding to this report.

Communication and Engagement
At CRASA we understand that as important as training and communication is the comprehension about the meaning of the Compliance Program as a way to preserve the
company’s values, mitigating the business risks and the corruptive actions. For this
reason, the transparency in communication, the daily stimulus to an ethical performance and the example of good practices are recurrent acts at the company.
Thus, on October 1st, 2020, in partnership with MCV Business Consulting, we presented information and guidelines about the Programs of Compliance and Anti-bribery
Management System.
In December, at the time companies gift their partners and clients, we sent an
announcement about the policy to receive gifts and presents, reinforcing the item 7.1
in the Code of Ethics and Conduct and the Internal Policy for Gifts, Trips, Presents and
Hospitality.
In the same period, we encourage our employees to read our Code of Ethics and
Conduct one more time, aiming to understand the contents, incorporate its principles,
practice and defend its guidelines.

Construction at Consortium
Porto de Santos Binary

“In our daily activities we should observe
the objectives, regulations and procedures
of the organization. This is Compliance.”
Izabella Giuliana Zanardo França
Risks & Compliance Advisor
GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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Certification ISO 37001:2017
A visionary company, formed over a
solid base, is constantly searching for
improvements in favor of governance
and best practices. Craving solutions
and competitive advantages and establishing market differentials are the
focus of organizations in evolution, and
for CRASA this is essential.
Regarding Compliance and Antibribery, the biggest victory of the
company in 2020 was getting the
Certification ISO 37001:2017 – Antibribery Management System, and the
Compliance Assessment Certification
ISO 19600:2014 – Compliance System
– Guidelines, in the beginning of
December.
The achievement and maintenance of
the Certification ISO 37001:2017 is
considered as a business compass in our
governance relationships with clients,
suppliers, partners and employees,
besides representing an important differential in terms of integrity practices.
ISO 37001, also known as anti-corruption or anti-bribery regulation, is the
first international regulation in the Antibribery Management System. It has an
essential role to guide and format the
compliance processes, and offers the
requirements and guidelines to establish, implement, keep and enhance an
anti-bribery management system.

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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This certification represents a great clients, investors, suppliers, and the
breakthrough, since its guidelines are society how trustworthy and transparent
in accordance with strict international the company is. This conduct favors not
standards. In general, the regulation only the appreciation for products and
contributes to minimizing the actions of services, but also remarks that the comfraud and corruption at the company, and pany adopts reasonable measures to
makes it possible to rapidly find devi- avoid bribery cases.
ations, before the governance system
may be compromised.
The certification is a reason for pride for
us! It’s a seal attesting that our straAnother advantage in adopting the Anti- tegic decisions are always aligned to our
bribery Management System is to show essential values, structuring our comCRASA is committed to the topic, besides pany. Because here at CRASA “We do
revealing to employees, shareholders, what is right, the right way!”.
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Construction at Consortium
Road Access to the Bridge
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Supply Chain
Management
GRI 102-7; GRI 102-9; GRI 102-10; GRI 102-11;
GRI 102-40; GRI 204-1; GRI 308-1

2020 was a game changer: the pandemic brought up the crisis, and the
crisis made significant changes to the
corporate world. We needed to adapt to
a new reality, rethinking the way to work,
readjusting the way to communicate and
reflecting about how we put ourselves in
other people’s place.
The Supply Chain area finished mapping
all its activities and actions at the head
office and at other service fronts in 2019,
and supported by the Interface areas, it
structured, implemented and disclosed
its procedures in the first quarter of 2020.

Since March 2020, the operations in
Supply Chain were developed remotely,
keeping the purpose of agility and transparency along the whole chain. Still in
the first quarter, the procedures were
structured, implemented and disclosed
for all employees and partners at CRASA.

In partnership with Itinera Construções,
we implemented NIMBI, an online purchase management tool that aims to
bring agility and transparency to the competition processes. NIMBI, CRASA and
Itinera provided specific training about
the use of the tool for each of the users.
At the end of the third quarter, we started
the project Velocità, in partnership with
Visagio, a consultancy company incharge
of reviewing and validating the ongoing
supply chain processes, with the objective of changing the area into a competitive and strategic advantage for the
company, increasing the control and optimizing the negotiations, always considering the main dimensions of Governance,
Sustainability and Compliance.

“The Supply Chain area acts as an integrator agent, aligning the interests of
the company, operations and suppliers.
Supply Chain is the gateway for new
partners, assuring CRASA’s values to
its challenges in innovation and sustainability. The constant search for efficiency must take into account the value
added to the business beyond the financial gains.”
Elizabeth Assmann - Visagio

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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“Being sustainable is not a choice, but
an effort to act in a sustainable way, collaborating for a mindset change about
the importance of social, environmental
and financial issues.”
Ana Flávia Correia Santos
Supply Chain Coordinator

In this period the consultancy updated its
information with the processes mapped
by the Supply Chain area and consolidated them, bringing to CRASA the proper
format for a new Supply governance. To
support this immersion into the area’s
evolution, 12 interviews were made with
the areas involved with the Supply Chain
process to collect the main difficulties
and expectations regarding the project,
which made it possible to design the value
chain for CRASA’s Supply Chain.
Lastly, Velocità’s project brought high
expectations for the whole company at
the end of 2020, through the review of
processes, systems, integration platforms, policies, indicators, and, in parallel
to these activities, team training.
We created and implemented the performance KPIs for the Supply Chain area,
starting in the construction at BR-050
as a pilot, attesting the efficiency in data
analysis. These indicators aim at monitoring the main negotiations and hires,
added up to the purchasing team’s performance, and can be applied for any category once its main goal is to assure the
efficiency in decision-making, mitigating
the economic and financial risks for the
company.

Construction at Consortium Porto de Santos Binary
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In 2020, CRASA had a total
investment of:

BLR

76 mi

third-parties

BLR

37 mi

hired services

BLR

39 mi

purchased goods

Suppliers from the

05 regions

north
11.685,00
northeast
1.092.347,11 | 647.800,00
549.612,44 | 109.064,54
midwest
7.427.163,29 | 823,90

8.220.075,58 | 224.617,87
southeast
goods
services
CRASA BRL
Consortiums BRL

19.956.347,52 | 4.126.680,28
23.362.694,81 | 2.513.878,04
south
4.124.299,95 | 165.238,29

2.024.065,34 | 1.653.751,22

BLR 76.210.145,18
GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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The hire of services contributes to income tax distribution for the cities through Tax
Over Services (ISS), that can be collected by CRASA (withholding taxes) or by the
service provider.
The purchase of goods creates income tax distribution for the states through the
Tax Over Goods Circulation (ICMS). The suppliers are located in four regions of the
country:

Consortiums BRL
CRASA BLR

total ICMS:
1.011.153,64
8.079,47
northeast
378,08
midwest
222.533,39
southeast
643.434,22 | 4.525,27
south
144.807,95 | 3.554,20

states of the main suppliers

63% 19%
São Paulo

Goiás
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9%

Paraná

4%

Minas Gerais
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SOCIAL
GRI 102-7; GRI 102-8; GRI 102-40; GRI 102-41;
GRI 103-2; GRI 103-3; GRI 201-2; GRI 201-3;
GRI 202-1; GRI 202-2; GRI 401-1; GRI 401-2;
GRI 401-3; GRI 402-1; GRI 403-5

People

CRASA social commitment goes beyond
the fiscal responsibilities and focuses on
the welfare of people who are building our
company. Our efforts to assure a pleasant
work environment are expressed by the
results of the second Organizational
Climate Survey, done in March 2020,
recording a rise in the satisfaction level
among CRASA’s employees, contributing
to obtaining and maintaining the GPTW
(Great Place to Work) Stamp.
GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020

For further information about our second
year in a row with the GPTW Stamp,
please check the link.

+

stamp
CRASA + GPTW
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2020 has shown us how the care and
attention to our employees’ health are
important to turn the work environment
into a more reliable and safer place. With
the coronavirus pandemic, 2020 was the
year of care.
Facing the challenges and changes
imposed on our work system, we were in
a rush to adapt, thinking of new strategies,
being more flexible, patient and cautious.
Always focused on keeping our deliveries
and going on with our work, at the same
time we assured the physical and psychological well-being for our employees.

“CRASA works hard to provide gender
equity within the company. When I
select an employee, I know the women
I indicate for the position will be seen in
all their potential. It happens because
our CEO and the Board of Directors instigate us to think this way. Not only as a
manager, but mainly as a woman and a
mother, this is a reason for pride for me,
since I can work in a place like this.”
Amanda Gavinho Kamienski
Business Development Manager

The care was both at the head office,
adopting the remote work for more than
six months, and at the constructions,
implementing strict rules for sanitization
and protection against coronavirus infection for employees and third-parties. So,
we could finish the year with a few cases
of Covid-19 and no deaths recorded.
Job keeping was also an attention point for
CRASA. In 2020, we accounted for a total
of 1,909 employees with work contracts
according to the Brazilian Labor Laws, for
undetermined period and full time jobs,
distributed in the South, Southeast and
Midwest regions, and 41 temporary contracts of interns and apprentices working
part time. Besides these numbers, the
average of third-party employees was
444 monthly.
Owing to the fact we work in the civil construction business, our workforce, as in
most companies in the business, is mostly
of men, representing 95.6% of the total
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22

Interns and
apprentices

19
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number of employees, while 4.4% (85) are women. However, this difference can be
better balanced among interns and apprentices, being 22 of them females and 19
of them males.
We are aware that it’s possible to implement more actions to promote gender equity,
both at the head office and at the constructions, and we want to do so: it’s a goal we
set in our Strategic Planning for 2021.
Check the general information about CRASA’s staff, distributed by gender, type of
contract and region:

temporary

permanent

employees at the constructions
by region

midwest

southeast

18
5

36
16

1894

16

1400

0

403

total

employees at the head office
by region

midwest
0
0
2
0
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southeast

south

0
0
0

total

1
15

3

56

9
26

26
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Bike lane built for the community, at
the Consortium Porto de Santos Binary
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Due to the typical rain season in the region,
the construction in Brazilian Midwest
showed a more significant variation in the
number of employees by 2020, facing the
necessity of interruption for some activities (e.g.: embankment and paving) to
wait for the dry weather season.
Since we have transparency as one
of our values, the significant operational changes, such as the relocation
of employees or change of occupation,
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among others, are discussed and studied
with each interested party. Opinions and
considerations are analyzed before the
decision-making, considering a minimum
period of early warning, as provided for in
collective agreements.
CRASA employees are union-linked,
being covered by the Collective Labor
Convention agreed between the Labor
Union (Sintrapav/PR) and the Employer
Union (Sicepot/PR).
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Remuneration
Policy
The remuneration policy at CRASA aims
to compensate the employees in a fair
and meritocratic way, beyond the Profit
Sharing Plane. The performance is measured and assessed by the goals established by the performance contract.
The goals in this contract follow CRASA’s
Strategic Planning, covering the
Environmental, Social and Governance
topics.
To determine the compensation and
assess its remuneration policy in comparison to the market practice, CRASA
adopts mechanisms such as the hire of
annual survey and organizational climate survey with external and independent consultancy companies; and
benchmark actions with companies in
the same business.
At the moment we have no voting for
remuneration proposals and policies.
However, in the annual Organizational
Climate Survey the employees are consulted about remuneration and their
considerations are analyzed taking into
account the salary benchmarking. If any
distortions are detected in this analysis,
a salary readjustment is suggested to
the Board of directors.
Employees at CRASA
head office, before
Covid-19

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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Regarding the index of total annual remuneration, the percentage difference between
the highest salary and the average of the other employees at the head office was
332%; at the constructions, this percentage is 781%.
In 2020 there was no significant difference of readjustment between the most well
paid employee and the average of other employees, due to the fact the readjusts
follow the metric established by collective labor conventions in each local construction, similar to the INPC index in the period.
100% of CRASA’s employees are covered by collective labor conventions in their
work locations.
The remuneration offered to the employees hired at the head office and at operations is beacon by the Labor Union minimum wage, being this minimum over the
national minimum wage in all the locations where the company has constructions /
head office.
In 2020, there was no payment regarding recruitment bonus, incentives, indenization or refunds.

Construction at
Consortium Porto de
Santos Binary
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Hire
The number of hires in 2020 was high,
since the company’s main activity
demands mobilization and demobilization as the constructions progress. For
this reason, it is possible to observe
oscillations in the total numbers for
some periods of the year.
At the head office, there was a little
increase in the number of employees in
2020, due to the expansion of administrative areas.
Because of a business characteristic, the
hire of high executives or senior executives, the highest positions in the company’s hierarchy and in charge for the
business as a whole are restricted to the
head office, 50% of these hires being in
the city of Curitiba.

hire volume at the head
office by age
south
20 - 30
30 - 40
40 - 50
20 - 30
30 - 40
40 - 50
total

0
2
0
1
0
1

4
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hire volume at the
constructions by age
midwest
< 20
20 - 30
30 - 40
40 - 50
> 50
< 20
20 - 30
30 - 40
40 - 50
> 50

3
2
3
1
0
10

56
43
42
35

southeast
< 20
20 - 30
30 - 40
40 - 50
> 50

1
3
3
4
0

< 20
20 - 30
30 - 40
40 - 50
> 50

4

66
total

93
109
117

595
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When talking about labor, it’s easily observable how dynamic is the civil construction
Business. Situations involving deadlines, mobilization and demobilization of teams
for determined parts of the project or even the weather in the region where the construction is taking place can completely change the employees’ profile. In April 2020,
for instance, we had only 14 hires; however, in March, we hired 199 new employees.
It explains the high turnover rate, reaching the average of 11,42% this year.
On the other hand, the head office has a much more stable staff, with less hires and
resignations and, consequently, a much lower turnover rate, 0,90% average.

hires at the constructions
jan

feb

mar

apr

may

jun

jul

aug

sep

oct

nov

dec

hires

14

113

199

14

1

3

22

29

86

40

52

22

resignations

94

175

226

323

179

90

93

62

72

92

34

46

turnover

108

288

425

337

180

93

115

91

158

132

86

68

hires: 595 | resignations: 1486 | turnover: 2081

total

hires at the head office
jan

feb

mar

apr

may

jun

jul

aug

sep

oct

nov

dec

hires

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

resignations

0

0

0

4

1

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

turnover

0

0

1

5

1

0

0

1

2

1

0

0

total
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hires: 4 | resignations: 7 | turnover: 11
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head office and
constructions

life
insurance

Benefits

food
voucher

Facing a competitive market and surrounded by a challenging climate in the
business, it’s essential to encourage the
employees, increase productivity and
make the business reflect the best practices within the company.

maternity /
paternity leave

head office

health
care
dental
care
private
pension
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Aiming to improve the quality of life for
our employees in the work environment,
provide health care and encourage the
teams’ productivity, CRASA is in constant
search for ways to compensate its staff
dedication, offering a healthy work environment that can stimulate professional
growth, encouraging the employee to
performance their tasks with quality and
satisfaction.
At CRASA, we know the benefits are differentials for both the company competitiveness in the business and its
employees’ satisfaction. For this reason,
we are always trying to comply with the
current laws, also offering differentials
that make our company one of the best
places to work.
Benefits as life insurance, food voucher
or maternity / paternity leave are provided to all full-time employees. The
team at the head office also has health /
dental care and private pension.
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In 2020, the food voucher, an indemnity
provided by collective bargaining agreements, kept being paid in a value higher
than the foreseen on CCT. This benefit is
granted through a card that can be used
to buy food in supermarkets and grocery
stores.
The meal tickets, income designated
to the daily feeding of employees, is
also granted through a magnetic card,
and keeps the discount of 1% from the
monthly salary of employees.
In partnership with Banco Bradesco,
CRASA makes available to its employees
the benefit of payroll loan, an option for
the ones who need fast and uncomplicated credit with interest rates under
the ones applied by the market. Aiming
to raise awareness about this benefit,
we sent several internal announcements
along the year, with tips about financial
education and economic planning.
For the full-time employees at the head
office, there’s a private pension plan
to complement the retirement income,
contributing with an amount from 1.7%
to 8% of the monthly remuneration,
according to the salary range. Since this
is a defined contribution, there’s no forecast of a passive to be covered by the
company, so there is no need for a fund
constitution to pay for the obligations
inherent to a pension plan.
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food voucher

100%

subsidized by
the company

meal ticket

99%

subsidized by
the company

private pension

1,7 a 8%

of the monthly remuneration,
according to the salary range
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Joining the Pension Plan is optional and
the contribution percentages, for both
the employee and CRASA, are variable
according to the remuneration: the bigger
the remuneration, bigger the contribution
and the fund for the future retirement.
In 2020, we recorded 3 paternity leaves
(75%) and 1 maternity leave (25%)
among the full-time employees. At the
Consortiums we recorded 10 paternity
leaves in the same period. The benefit
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Employees at the head office before Covid-19

was granted in all of the cases, according
to the labor laws.
All the employees who left when their
kids were born returned to work at the
end of the determined period and were
kept in the company. However, due to
the dynamic of teams and projects, half
of the employees who were on paternity
leave at the constructions didn’t work for
more than 12 months after they returned.
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number of employees
by position

board of directors

0

Training and
Education
GRI 205-02; GRI 403-5; GRI 404-1; GRI 404-2;
GRI 404-3; GRI 405-1; GRI 410-1; GRI 412-2

3
advisory

2

1
coordination

1

5
engineer

2

15
administrative – head office

4

19
interns

1

3
operation – administrative

12

86
operation – production

16

At CRASA we believe in training as a
way to provide improvements to the
employees, educating, valuing and
investing in their development within the
company. Besides motivating and integrating the staff, our employee’s education becomes a differential in the quality
of our services.
The trainings at CRASA Infraestrutura are
managed by the department of Human
Resources, in charge of the follow-up
and development of the staff according
to the Competency Management Plan,
based in three pillars: Engineering,
Sustainability and Governance.
We also follow up the development of
employees according to the Competency
Management Plan, approved by the
Board of directors and created to develop
the necessary competencies to achieve
the company’s goals, aligned to purpose,
vision, values, goals, and management
policies.

1649
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Check the general information about the trainings and education at CRASA:
TT | technical trainings

MA | environment trainings

SS | occupational health and safety
trainings

AS | anti-bribery trainings

board of directors

trainings

trainings average

TT

TT

SS

SS

289,25
289,25

31,2631,26
MA

MA

13,9913,99
AS

AS

TT

TT

96,42
96,42

11,0011,00

advisory

trainings

SS

SS

10,42
10,42

MA

MA

AS

4,664,66

AS

3,67
3,67

trainings average
TT

57,58
TT
SS

57,58

105,42

15,09

13,83

SS
15,09

MA

4,99

MA

AS

105,42

4,99

13,83
6,59

AS

6,59

4,004,00 5,00
5,00
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TT

TT

57,58
57,58
52,71
52,71

SS

SS

15,09
15,09
6,92
6,92

MA

MA

4,99
4,99
3,30
3,30

AS

AS

4,004,00
2,502,50
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coordination

trainings

trainings average
TT

337,08
85,42
TT
SS

337,08 85,42

MA

76,83

SS
76,83

24,42
MA

AS

24,42

11,76

11,76

4,66

4,66

AS

15,00
15,00 2,50
2,50

engineers

trainings

TT

67,42
67,42
85,42
85,42
TT

SS

15,37
15,37
11,76
11,76
SS

MA

AS

4,884,88 3,00 3,00
4,664,66 2,50 2,50
MA

AS

trainings average
TT

578,67
325,26
TT
SS

578,67 325,26

MA

159,25 19,26

SS
159,25
19,26

69,41
MA

AS

69,41

8,34

8,34

AS

37,50
37,50 16,00
16,00

administrative – head office

trainings

TT

38,58
38,58
162,63
162,63
TT

SS

10,62
10,62
9,63
9,63
SS

MA

AS

4,634,63 2,50 2,50
4,144,14 8,00 8,00
MA

AS

trainings average

TT

748,08
188,67
TT
SS

748,08 188,67

MA

188,91 54,15

SS
188,91
54,15

81,51
MA

AS

81,51
AS

10,02

10,02

46,17
46,17 36,50
36,50
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TT

39,37
39,37
47,17
47,17
TT

SS

9,94
9,94
13,54
13,54
SS

MA

AS

4,294,29 2,43 2,43
2,512,51 9,13 9,13
MA

AS
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interns

trainings

trainings average
TT

131,25
29,42
TT
SS

131,25 29,42

MA

38,92

SS
38,92

17,33
MA

AS

17,33

11,76

11,76

4,66

4,66

AS

8,50
8,50 2,50
2,50

operation - administrative

trainings

TT

43,75
43,75
29,42
29,42
TT

SS

12,97
12,97
11,76
11,76
SS

MA

AS

5,785,78 2,83 2,83
4,664,66 2,50 2,50
MA

AS

trainings average

TT

140,59
1.262,14
TT
SS

140,59 1.262,14

MA

287,99 222,91

SS
287,99
222,91

211,36 129,71
MA

AS

211,36 129,71
AS

38,98
38,98 22,99
22,99

operation - production

trainings

TT

1,63
1,63
105,18
105,18
TT

SS

3,35
3,35
18,58
18,58
SS

MA

AS

2,46 2,46 0,45 0,45
10,811,92 1,92
10,81
MA

AS

trainings average

TT

1.314,72
29,00
TT
SS

1.314,72 29,00

SS
21.080,7
68,26

MA

21.080,7 68,26

5.083
MA

AS

5.083
AS

59,95

59,95

557,06
557,06 6,00
6,00
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TT

TT

0,80
0,80
1,81
1,81

SS

SS

12,78
12,78
4,27
4,27

MA

MA

AS

AS

3,083,08 0,34 0,34
3,753,75 0,38 0,38
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workload average

86,38

board of
directors

28,79

20,42
20,42
113,33

advisory

22,67

211,21

14,08

266,17

49,00

169,73

7.008,93

trainings average

14,01

16,36

coordination

26,09
26,09

engineer

92,22

46,11

administrative –
head office

18,08

1,97

4,25
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operation –
administrative

operation –
production

72,34

12,09
26,09

interns

16,33

32,71

34,12

2,55

409,44

40,80
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CRASA Day

Oct – 5th CRASA Day

Understanding the importance of having
qualified employees, prepared for both
professional and personal life, we created CRASA Day, a project of monthly
training aiming to promote topics we
have as part of CRASA’s values: Integrity,
Innovation, Respect, Transparency, and
Confidence.
CRASA Day is organized by a multidisciplinary group, involving professionals
from different areas, and counts with
the presence of all the employees at
the head office plus the constructions’
managers, promoting opportunities of
apprenticeship for everyone, aligned
to the Sustainable Development Goal
number 4 – Education.
The training organized by CRASA has the
objective to promote permanent individual education, exploring their apprenticeship potential and their productive
capacity, besides developing new skills,
knowledge, changes in behavior and
attitudes. Thus, we try to maximize the
professional and motivational development for each employee, making their
good results to be continuous.

Jan – 1st CRASA Day

Dec – 6th CRASA Day

After each meeting, the employees share
their opinion about the developed activities in the form for Training Assessment.
The results are considered to program
future events.

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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By giving opportunities for the ongoing personal development, CRASA prepares its
team not only for their current job positions, but also for future opportunities inside
and outside the company. For this reason, we understand the training as investments in the staff, once it’s not about a short-term benefit, but qualifications that
can bring up solutions for situations and challenges that may show up along each
employee’s career.

Topics CRASA Day 2020

Cases of
engineering and
construction

The new health insurance
for employees

Personal and professional
balance in times of Covid-19

Sustainability
Leadership & Culture
Fundamentals of the Brazilian
insurance market, specially
the ones related to hire an
insurance and guarantees for
projects and infrastructure

The effect of
positivity

The role of leaders and their contributions
to the organization
The main topics for negotiation
Strategic
Planning

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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Performance
Assessment
CRASA Management System also
emphasizes Competency Management
as a way to structure the company
and prepare the employees for the
upcoming challenges. Therefore, in
2020 we reshaped the Performance
Assessment process, aiming to identify opportunities of improvement and
development for our professionals and
leaders.
The new methodology brought the
practice of Performance Management,
counting with the engagement and participation of all the staff, being essential
for the creation of connected high performance teams, even more capable to
offer high quality services.
The new Performance Assessment cycle
analyzed five corporate competencies.
For each of them, we listed the behaviors expected from the employees,
according to each hierarchy level in the
organizational structure. Thus, in 2020
the performance assessment covered
the employees at CRASA head office
and the leaders at the constructions.
Due to a strategy that aims to bring
governance to every project developed
at the company, the governance agencies and employees are located in our

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020

5 corporate competencies
analyzed by the new
Assessment Cycle
Engineering,
Sustainability
and Governance

Team work

Focus on the
client

Leads, develops
and inspires people

Integrity and
professional attitude
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head office in Curitiba, represented by a
total of six employees, among directors
and advisors, according to the graphics
beside.

governance

Diversity

by age

33%

over 50 years’ old

67%

between 30 and 50 years

governance

by gender

33%

women

67%
men
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Respect is among the main values for
CRASA, so we know that diversity goes
far beyond gender issues and encompasses all the efforts to create an inclusive and heterogeneous environment,
giving development and growth opportunities for everyone, with no exceptions.
As a company committed to the United
Nations Sustainable Development Goals,
we try to create these opportunities,
always valuing the respect among its
employees.
The general numbers show a great variety
of generations in our staff; nevertheless,
around 60% of the employees at the
consortiums (constructions) and at the
head office are in the age group between
30 and 50 years.
Since its beginning, CRASA values the
fact of having the best professionals
acting in its projects. Besides it, we are
concerned about keeping a great work
environment, trying to provide safety
and comfort to develop the activities.
We believe this is essential to motivate
the employees, making them feel committed and willing to overcome every
challenge that may show up, delivering
excellence results.
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total number of employees distributed by gender and age group
constructions

over 30
years

32 373

1,69% 19,69%

between

30-50

42 1.104

2,22% 58,29%

up to 50
years

1 342

0,05% 18,06%

total: 1.894

head office

over 30
years

4 4

8,00% 8,00%

between

30-50

4 25

8,00% 50,00%

up to 50
years

0 13

0,00% 26,00%

total: 50
GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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Occupational
health and safety
GRI 403-1; GRI 403-2; GRI 403-5; GRI 403-6;
GRI 403-8; GRI 403-9; GRI 403-10; GRI 416-1

For 2020, CRASA created an annual
schedule of actions aiming to disseminate information about health, safety and
environment, both at the head office and
at the constructions. During the year, we
had a series of internal campaigns with
distribution of flyers about the conscious
water consumption and delivery of gifts in
Pink October and Blue November to raise
awareness about the prevention of breast
and prostate cancer.
In this period, we invested in training
about the topics to ensure that both our
employees and third-parties can act in
a preventive way towards occupational
health and safety.
At the end of its second year CRASA assured
the maintenance of the certification ISO
45001:2018 – Occupational Health and
Safety Management System.

Pink October Campaign at
Consortium BR-050

Our Management System suggests that
the units’ performance may be assessed
monthly for the observance of occupational health and safety regulations, from
the goals established at the beginning of
the year. These safety indexes follow the
guidelines defined by the International
Labor Organization (OIT) and NBR 14280,
treating the rates of work injuries’ gravity
and frequency.

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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CRASA has a guide for the Management
System, which establishes the methodology and the frequency to perform
monitoring actions, besides defining a
standard for presenting the monitored
data and ways to investigate occupational accidents and incidents.
Since the activities at the constructions
have no high risk and are constantly
monitored, the work-related illness rate
in 2020 was zero. The risks, when identified, are mitigated by the Program for
Prevention of Occupational Risks (PPRA)
and the Program for Medical Control of
Occupational Health (PCMSO), to avoid
events.
The policy for accidents’ prevention at
CRASA is systematically reinforced in the
Dialogs about Safety and Environment
(DSMA) and during the Internal Week of
Occupational Accidents Prevention and
Environment (SIPATEMA). The actions
are coordinated by the specialized team
in each construction, formed by a safety
engineer, an occupational doctor, a
safety technician, a nursing technician,
and the Internal Committee for Accident
Prevention (CIPA). The goal is to have
ZERO deaths and / or cases of disabling
injuries at CRASA.
However, in 2020 we recorded 15
accidents, all of them involving male
employees. In two of them the employees
didn’t have to leave the professional
activities, while the others recovered and
returned to work in less than 15 days. For
this period, we didn’t record any occupational accidents involving women.
Blue November Campaign,
at Consortium BR-050

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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In view of our commitment to the health and safety of our employees, all the accidents are deeply investigated together with the CIPA team, QSMS and managers of
the areas where the accident happened, aiming to identify and treat its causes. At
the end of each investigation, we create an action plan, focusing on minimizing the
risks and increasing our employees’ awareness.

we ended 2020 with

1.438.220

working hours for a total of
7.458 male employees

96.028

working hours for a total of
549 female employees

general data about the accidents in the period
number of accidents per month
jan

feb

mar

apr

may

jun

jul

aug

sep

oct

nov

dec

Head ofﬁce

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Road access to the bridge

1

3

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Binary

1

1

0

2

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

BR-050

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

Baixada

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

0

0

0

0

SP-070

*

*

*

2

*

*

*

*

0

1

0

0

Metro – Line 2

*

*

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

*No record of activities in the period. Due to the stop of activities in consequence of the coronavirus pandemic, the construction at Consortium SP-070, begun in March, recorded activities only in April, but the activities were resumed in October 2020.
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jan

feb

mar

apr

may

jun

jul

aug

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Road access to the bridge 574,44 623,81 465,54 222,05

0

0

Binary

0

124,67 0

602,53

0

BR-050

0

0

0

0

Baixada

*

*

*

SP-070

*

*

Metro – Line 2

*

*

Head ofﬁce

sep

oct

nov

dec

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

427,07

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

*

*

*

*

*

0

0

0

0

*

651,99

0

0

*

*

0

293,02 0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Goal: IF < 500,00

frequency index graphic
jan

feb

mar

apr

may

jun

jul

aug

sep

oct

nov

dec

Head ofﬁce

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Road access to the bridge

8,21

39,82

25,86

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Binary

0

17,81

0

40,17

0

28,47

0

0

0

0

0

0

BR-050

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

33,96

0

0

0

0

Baixada

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

0

0

0

0

SP-070

*

*

*

100,31

0

0

*

*

0

293,02

0

0

Metro – Line 2

*

*

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

419,59

Goal: IF < 20,00

computed days’ graphic*
jan

feb

mar

apr

70

47

31

13

may

jun

jul

aug

sep

oct

nov

dec

Head ofﬁce
Road access to the bridge
Binary

7

30

15

BR-050
Baixada
SP-070

13

7

Metro – Line 2
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SIPATEMA

Internal Week of Occupational
Accidents Prevention and
Environment
Annually, the Internal Committees for
Accident Prevention (CIPAs) at each
construction organize the Internal Week
of Occupational Accidents Prevention
(SIPAT), an event to set CRASA’s commitment with the health and safety of
its employees through different awareness actions, as motivational talks and
exhibitions.
In 2020, the SIPATEMA at Consortium
BR-050 discussed the topic “Building a
Future with Smart and Sustainable Solutions”, and had more than 150 employees
attending the talks and activities about
Unsafe Act, Biodiversity, Sexually Transmitted Infections, and Interpersonal
Relationships.

SIPATEMA at Consortium BR-050

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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In the “Internal Week of Occupational Accidents Prevention and Environment” at
Consortium BR-050, trees were planted to celebrate the Tree Day, celebrated in
Brazil on September 21st; it was a remarkable moment for the employees. The date
reminds the importance of environmental preservation, a topic that started receiving
special attention from specialists, citizens and governments around the world in
recent years.
The action was supported both by the Municipal Environment Secretary of Catalão
(SEMMAC), with the donation of seedlings of trees common in the region, as caroba,
anga, jenipapo, lemon and pines, and the institution Obras Sociais Paulo e Estevão
(OSPE), opening the space to plant the trees.
Another remarkable moment in this campaign was the distribution of kits Covid-19
and the talk “Fauna and the Highways”, administered by the Sorting Center of Wild
Animals of Catalão/GO (CETAS).

SIPATEMA SIPATEMA SIPATEMA
SIPATEMA SIPATEMA SIPATEMA
SIPATEMA SIPATEMA SIPATEMA

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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Local Communities
GRI 413-1; GRI 419-1

Aware of our social commitment, CRASA is always trying to perform actions that can
help socially vulnerable people. For this, we promote internal campaigns to collect
food, Easter eggs, educational games, toys, school supplies, personal hygiene items,
among others, to donate to reputable institutions that are committed to the local
development. Check the institutions that were benefited in 2020 by the actions organized at CRASA.

CURITIBA - PR
Hospital
Erasto Gaertner
The Hospital Erasto Gaertner is an
institution founded in 1947 aiming
to raise funds for the maintenance,
hospitalization and treatment of
cancer patients without financial
resources, as well as the acquisition of medical and surgical equipment for better assistance to the
patients. One of its most important
actions is to promote popular education through campaigns of fighting
cancer. This institution received a
donation to help its operations.

Pequeno
Cotolengo

click for further
information!

The institution Pequeno Cotolengo is
a reference in the reception, health,
education, and quality of life for
people with multiple disabilities who
were abandoned by their families or
are in a risk situation, and for hospital
sheltered people in Paraná state.
With the help from our employees,
we could donate a total of 400 liters
of milk to Pequeno Cotolengo!
GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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Amigos do Caximba Library
The project Library Amigos do Caximba
tries to reintegrate socially vulnerable children and youngsters in the
Caximba community (a neighborhood
in Curitiba), using children’s literature,
playful activities, recreational works,
and musicalization. Inspired by the
character Emilia, by Monteiro Lobato,
the coordinator of this project tries
to provide apprenticeship and development for kids from 2 to 16 years in
a funny and creative way, acting as a
volunteer.
In 2020, the campaign Natal
Solidário (Solidary Christmas) organized by CRASA donated 140 balls,
170 dolls and 4,620 cookie packs to
the library.

Paraná Blind’s Institute (Instituto
Paranaense de Cegos)
Paraná Blind’s Institute (IPC) is a
non-profitable institution that works to
promote the whole development and
social inclusion of people with visual disabilities. With the support of companies
and volunteers, IPC offers classes and
courses about legislation, labor market
and rights & duties, encouraging the personal and educational training, besides
promoting health and welfare, stimulating skills and talents and providing
psychological care and social assistance
for kids, youngsters, adults, and elders.
In 2020, CRASA donated 234 kits with
personal hygiene items and 80 food
items to contribute to the actions of
IPC.
GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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CATALÃO - GO

Obras Sociais Paulo e
Estevão (OSPE)
It’s a philanthropic, care and
non-profitable organization, acting in
the neighborhoods Residencial dos
Lucas, Vila Mutirão, Jardim Primavera,
Vila Cruzeiro, Vale do Sol e surroundings, in the city of Catalão, state of
Goiás.
In August 2020, the Consortium
BR-050 made a campaign in partnership with Eco BR-050 and the Federal
Highway Police to inform the users of
the highway about the topic of fires in
the Cerrado Bioma, distributing educational flyers to the users.
In December, the Consortium BR-050
organized a socio environmental
action named Campanha Natal
Solidário 2020 (Solidary Christmas)
with the donation of toys, food and
candies to the vulnerable families.
The families favored by the donations of the Consortium employees
are in the program for socio environmental education at OSPE. This institution also received pallets and other
wooden materials from the constructions to be reused in projects
of landscaping and collectors at the
institution.

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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SANTOS - SP

Associação Assistencial dos
Amigos da Vila Alemoa e
Chico de Paula
It’s a philanthropic, care and non-profitable organization, acting in the neighborhoods Vila Alemoa and Chico de Paula
and surroundings, in the city of Santos,
state of São Paulo.
This organization received food donations to celebrate Children’s Day.

If you want to have further information about the actions and the commitment of
CRASA to sustainability, please access our website http://www.crasainfra.com/ or get
in touch on the e-mail address comunicacao@crasainfra.com
www.crasainfra.com
comunicacao@crasainfra.com
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FUTURE
Adapting with agility to new scenarios,
with focus on constant improvement,
is the base for our future. In this year of
huge challenges brought by Covid-19
and by oscillations and restrictions
in the business, CRASA shows on the
Sustainability Report that we won and
grew, because “at CRASA everything
can be built”. These are the first steps

1

on a long journey, since the company
understands that the difficulties, when
used in a creative way, can be changed
into opportunities. Thus, the company
knows that some actions and initiatives
can be listed as priorities for 2021. The
greatest challenges for the company are
related to:

Maturing the current partnerships, diversifying clients
and searching for new partners, based on the pillars of
Governance, Engineering and Sustainability;

2

Performing the maintenance of the Integrated Management
System as an agent to induce to quality, based on the ISO
Certifications;

3

Operationalizing the general and unrestricted data and
information collection at the constructions, including them
in a future sustainability report;

4

Constantly developing educational and preventive actions of
compliance;

5

Identifying, structuring and spreading in actions the values
of CRASA that can create a true competitive value in the
market.
GRI CRASA Infraestrutura
2020
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Content Index GRI 102-55
GRI 102 | General Disclosures
102-1

Name of the organization

3

102-2

Activities, brands, products, and services

6; 7

102-3

Location of headquarters

7

102-4

Location of operations

10; 25; 26; 27; 28; 29; 30; 31;
32; 33;34; 35; 36; 37; 38; 39; 40

102-5

Ownership and legal form

7

102-6

Markets served

7

102-7

Scale of the organization

6; 7

102-8

Information on employees and other workers

10; 95; 96; 97; 101; 102

102-9

Supply chain

91; 92

102-10

Significant changes to the organization and its supply chain

43

102-11

Precautionary Principle or approach

66; 80; 81; 85; 86

102-12

External initiatives

6; 7

102-13

Membership of associations

47; 99

102-14

Statement from senior decision-maker

3

102-16

Values, principles, standards, and norms of behavior

43; 63; 80; 81

102-18

Governance structure

9; 21; 22; 23; 24; 58; 84

102-40

List of stakeholder groups

43; 44; 47; 49; 59; 60; 61; 62;
88; 91; 95; 98

102-41

Collective bargaining agreements

98; 100
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102-42

Identifying and selecting stakeholders

59; 66;

102-43

Approach to stakeholder engagement

59

102-44

Key topics and concerns raised

59

102-45

Entities included in the consolidated financial statements

78

102-46

Defining report content and topic Boundaries

59; 60; 61; 62

102-47

List of material topics

63

102-48

Restatements of information

4

102-49

Changes in reporting

4

102-50

Reporting period

4; 5

102-51

Date of most recent report

4; 5

102-52

Reporting cycle

4; 5

102-53

Contact point for questions regarding the report

5

102-54

Claims of reporting in accordance with the GRI Standards

4; 5; 61

102-55

GRI content index

2; 127

102-56

External assurance

4

GRI 103 | Management Approach
103-1

Explanation of the material topic and its Boundary

59; 60; 61; 62

103-2

The management approach and its components

19; 59; 60; 61; 82; 83; 95

103-3

Evaluation of the management approach

19; 59; 60; 61; 95
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200 Economic
GRI 201 | Economic Performance
201-1

Direct economic value generated and distributed

74; 74; 75; 76; 77; 78

201-2

Financial implications and other risks and opportunities due to climate change

74; 75; 76; 77; 78

201-3

Defined benefit plan obligations and other retirement plans

98; 99; 100; 103

201-4

Financial assistance received from government

40; 78

GRI 202 | Market Presence
202-1

Ratios of standard entry level wage by gender compared to local minimum wage

99; 100

202-2

Proportion of senior management hired from the
local community

99; 100

GRI 204 | Procurement Practices
204-1

Proportion of spending on local suppliers

91; 93; 94

GRI 205 | Anti-corruption
205-1

Operations assessed for risks related to corruption

63; 64; 82; 83; 84; 85

205-2

Communication and training about anti-corruption
policies and procedures

61; 85; 88; 106; 107; 108; 109

300 Environmental
GRI 301 | Materials
301-1

Materials used by weight or volume

GRI CRASA Infraestrutura 2020
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301-2

Recycled input materials used

65; 66; 67; 68; 69; 70; 72

301-3

Reclaimed products and their packaging materials

70; 71

GRI 302 | Energy 2016
302-1

Energy consumption within the organization

67; 68

302-2

Energy consumption outside of the organization

67; 68

302-3

Energy intensity

67; 68

302-4

Reduction of energy consumption

67; 68

302-5

Reductions in energy requirements of products and
services

67; 68

GRI 303 | Water and Effluents 2016
303-1

Interactions with water as a shared resource

65; 66; 69

303-2

Management of water discharge-related impacts

65; 66; 69

303-3

Water withdrawal

65; 66; 69

303-4

Water discharge

65; 66; 69

303-5

Water consumption

65; 66; 69

GRI 304 | Biodiversity 2016
304-1

Operational sites owned, leased, managed in, or
adjacent to, protected areas and areas of high biodiversity value outside protected areas

65; 66; 73

304-2

Significant impacts of activities, products, and services on biodiversity

65; 66; 73

304-3

Habitats protected or restored

65; 66; 73

304-4

IUCN Red List species and national conservation list
species with habitats in areas affected by operations

65; 66; 73
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GRI 306 | Waste 2016
306-1

Waste generation and significant waste-related impacts

65; 66; 71

306-2

Management of significant waste-related impacts

65; 66; 71

306-3

Waste generated

65; 66; 71

306-4

Waste diverted from disposal

65; 66; 70; 71

306-5

Waste directed to disposal

65; 66; 71

GRI 307 | Environmental Compliance 2016
307-1

Non-compliance with environmental laws and regulations

72

GRI 308 | Supplier Environmental Assessment
308-1

New suppliers that were screened using environmental criteria

65; 66; 91

400 Social
GRI 401 | Employment
401-1

New employee hires and employee turnover

101; 102

401-2

Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not
provided to temporary or part-time employees

103

401-3

Parental leave

103; 105

GRI 403 | Occupational Health and Safety
403-1

Occupational health and safety management system
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403-2

Hazard identification, risk assessment, and incident
investigation

118; 119

403-3

Occupational health services

116; 117; 118

403-4

Worker participation, consultation, and communication on occupational health and safety

116; 117

403-5

Worker training on occupational health and safety

106; 107; 108; 109; 110; 111;
112; 120

403-6

Promotion of worker health

116; 117; 120; 121

403-7

Prevention and mitigation of occupational health and
safety impacts directly linked by business relationships

116; 117; 118

403-8

Workers covered by an occupational health and safety management system

116; 117; 118

403-9

Work-related injuries

116; 117

403-10

Work-related ill health

116; 117; 118

GRI 404 | Training and Education
404-1

Average hours of training per year per employee

106; 107; 108; 109; 110; 111

404-2

Programs for upgrading employee skills and transition assistance programs

106; 107; 108; 109; 110; 111

404-3

Percentage of employees receiving regular performance and career development reviews

113; 114

GRI 405 | Diversity and Equal Opportunity
405-1

Diversity of governance bodies and employees

114; 115

405-2

Ratio of basic salary and remuneration of women to
men

114; 115

GRI 406 | Non-discrimination
406-1

Incidents of discrimination and corrective actions
taken
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GRI 407 | Freedom of Association and Collective Bargaining
407-1

Operations and suppliers in which the right to freedom of association and collective bargaining may be
at risk

47

GRI 408 | Child Labor
408-1

Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents of child labor

82; 83

GRI 409 | Forced or Compulsory Labor
409-1

Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents of forced or compulsory labor

82; 83

GRI 410 | Security Practices
410-1

Security personnel trained in human rights policies
or procedures

82; 83

GRI 412 | Human Rights Assessment
412-1

Operations that have been subject to human rights
reviews or impact assessments

82; 83

412-2

Employee training on human rights policies or procedures

82; 83; 107; 108; 109

GRI 413 | Local Communities
413-1

Operations with local community engagement, impact assessments, and development programs

122; 123; 124; 125

GRI 418 | Customer Privacy
418-1

Substantiated complaints concerning breaches of
customer privacy and losses of customer data

88

GRI 419 | Socioeconomic Compliance
419-1

Non-compliance with laws and regulations in the social and economic area
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LinkedIn /company/crasa-infraestrutura
Youtube Crasa Infraestrutura

Instagram @crasainfraestrutura

Spotify Crasa Infraestrutura Podcast
www.crasainfra.com

Address: Gen. Mario Tourinho, 1746 | ZIP Code 80.740-000
BBC Building – 13th floor | Curitiba – PR - Brazil
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